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The photograph on the cover was taken in Papua New Guinea in December 

2009. I chose this photo because, to me, it evokes the feeling I have when I 

think about risk management. It resembles a dusty road that winds through 

an unknown landscape. Driving along this road, you quickly learn that you 

can not predict what lies ahead. A village? Children waving? A roadblock? 

A missing bridge? Only one way to find out: carry on. That is true for risk 

management too. It is a badly paved road, by no means finished although it 

has done the job so far. But there is plenty more to be discovered and 

analysed. Maybe just around the corner.   
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 0. Introduction 
In recent years, (operational) risk management has developed from 

an obscure field of specialised interest to headline news and a topic 

at which everybody appears to be an expert. The upside of this 

development is that much is expected of risk managers which should 

provide new impetus to the discipline. There is also a downside of 

over-generalisation and superficiality that comes with popular 

explanations.  

 

This book of essays covers many risk management topics, from the 

various Basel  proposals, to typical events such as the sub-prime 

crisis, to specific techniques some of which originate from other 

disciplines (such as chapter 6 on Fault Tree Analysis). Although the 

bulk of this book deals with matters that are directly related to 

operational risk (OpRisk) even in these chapters you will find 

elements that are relevant to other risk types.  

 

In general, the tone of these essays is analytic and critical of the 

current risk practice. That risk practice is quite set in its ways, and 

often appears not to know what to do next in the face of new 

challenges. It often resorts to the same tried and tested (and 

sometimes failed) techniques. This is not just true for banks, but is 

also true for regulators, that sometimes merely adjust a few 

indicators after months of discussion, leaving the fabric intact.  

 

The chronology of the original newsletters has been maintained, but 

nearly all of them have been updated. This allows readers to look for 

developments in thinking about risk. It is interesting to notice that the 

earliest essay (from August 2008) already touches upon causal 

analysis as a possible way forward. The causal analysis school has 

since grown to some level of maturity, with several banks adopting 

this as a focus for Risk Management. The latest essay (from January 

2011) discusses the need for monitoring as well as prescribing rules, 

which is a role that not many banks were contemplating for ORM in 

2008. 
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Some essays focus strongly on ORM, especially chapters 7-15 and 

25-27. That makes ORM the focus of 12 out of 27 essays. Some of 

the remaining topics are deal with uncertainty versus risk (chapters 4, 

8, 24), the role of culture and change in banking (chapters 3, 12, 16-

18, 20, 21) and the general role of Risk Management in banking 

(chapters 2, 5, 22-24, 26, 27).  Both as it is today, and how it would 

be ideally. 

 

This book is not a ground breaking new approach to risk or a new 

paradigm for risk management. It does, however, challenge some of 

the common assumptions held across financial institutions and points 

out what does and does not work in practice. This practice, my own, 

concerns over 25 years of project management, banking and risk 

management in internationally and locally active banks as a full time 

staff member and as an independent consultant. I hope you will find 

as much pleasure in reading these essays as I have had in writing 

them. 

 

 

Bangkok, 31 March, 2011 
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With all the attention for troubled banks, it is worthwhile to take a 

look at the characteristics of banks that are doing comparatively well. 

These characteristics point to basic risk management principles, 

which are likely to also receive increased regulatory support.  

 1. Reactions to the Financial Crisis  
The Economist noted on October 2, 2008: “If a week is a long time 

in politics, in finance it can be an eternity.” There are a few signs that 

this will change soon. Although the rollercoaster movements in the 

financial institutions will die out as the bank valuations settle ever 

lower, the causes for these dramatic movements will start to lead to a 

new environment which will have long lasting impacts. 

 

Many commentators have focused on the fire and are analysing what 

the causes could be for the failure of specific firms. Also, a lot of 

attention is already given to specific measures now being proposed 

and executed in various countries. There are four items that, although 

they may appear less spectacular, also warrant some thought. In this 

newsletter, I will address these items: 

 

1. Which banks and financial institutions have done comparably 

well? 

2. Can others banks emulate these characteristics? 

3. What is the likely long term response of regulators? 

4. What can risk managers do improve durability for their firms? 

 

1. Which banks and financial institutions have done 

comparably well? 

The contagion of toxic debts is clear and has put to bed most de-

coupling talk. Despite that, however, it is also becoming clear that 

not all banks have been affected equally. We find less affected banks 

among larger as well as smaller banks, internationally active as well 

as domestic banks, long standing names as well as internet 

newcomers and investment banks as well as retail banks. Looking for 

the truly differentiating characteristics, we see the following top 

banks: 
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A. Banks that mainly rely on depositors 

B. Banks that are not listed  

C. Banks that managed to avoid direct poisoning by toxic 

products, and ‘merely’ need to contend with the fall out 

of other banks’ mismanaged assets. 

  

2. Can other banks emulate these characteristics? 
Depositor reliance. The normal banking model is set to change and 

cheap credit will become part of history. The limited funds of 

depositors will put a cap on growth, but at the same time banks will 

continue to develop other sources for funds. Also, the traditional 

answer for attracting funds has been interest rates. This may no 

longer fly in future, since the general public opinion has finally 

awakened to the risk/reward relation. Mere percentages will not do 

the trick of pulling in customers in future. 

 

Listed companies. For the second item, we have now seen many 

banks being de-listed as part of nationalisations across Europe and 

even in America. As long as the de-listing takes place well before the 

reputation of the bank has tanked among investors, this is likely to 

provide a second life for these institution in due course. But damaged 

reputations are not salvaged by nationalisation, as can be seen in 

Iceland and in the case of Fortis. 

 

Appropriate products. The third item is the most obvious but 

curiously enough least mentioned characteristic. With a nod to the 

food industry, we can say that all banking products are poisonous: 

what matters is the quantity in which it is taken.  

 

Banks can not just change their size, geography or home market, but 

they all have a fundamental choice in the question of which products 

they trade. This is the real upside of the free market and it is amazing 

how herd behaviour seems to have clouded this principle and has 

lead banks to believe they had to “dance as long as the music was 
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playing”. Banks that did not join in the fun from the start made a 

judicious choice which was open to all.  

 

3. What is the likely long term response of regulators? 
 

Regulators will need time to adjust to the post ‘cheap-credit’ world. 

In the short term, regulation will be more of the same, but in the long 

term regulators can be expected to force the banks to behave like 

those that came out best in the current situation. This suggests the 

following  

 

A. Tier 1 capital strengthening to double digit numbers 

B. Limits on mark-to-market, especially in a rising market 

C. Much greater transparency and accountability for off-balance 

sheet vehicles 

D. Truly independent rating agencies 

E. Executive pay, as well as dividend corrected for risk 

F. Product review as an integral part of oversight 

 

As a surprise consequence, regulation is likely to become less 

principle based. This may lead to a revamp for Basel II that does 

more damage than good. As a counter force in favour of principle 

based approaches, the proposed rating and valuation models (such as 

VaR) have lost much if not all of their shine. It is probably the most 

fundamental issue at stake and it is not clear how this will play out. 

 

4. What can risk managers do improve durability for their 

firms? 
A noted Dutch chess player commented: “A good chess player never 

suddenly sees a good move.” This is also true for risk managers. The 

task for risk managers now is to hammer home the fundamentals of 

risk management and to anticipate the next level of requirements for 

successful banks. Four of these fundamentals bear repeating these 

hectic days: 
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A. All management levels are responsible and accountable for 

their risk position 

B. This risk position must be reported, reviewed and made 

explicit regularly  

C. New products and processes require additional monitoring 

and accountability 

D. Risk positions are never captured in fixed models or simple 

statistics but must be qualified by stating all underlying 

assumptions. 
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With all the attention for the credit crisis by government agencies 

and regulators, the risk management discipline appears to be keeping 

a low profile. And yet, the expectations for risk management are 

increasing. Time to set a few targets for risk managers 

 2. Post Crisis Risk Management  

Four major developments spring to attention when we examine the 

initiatives that are being proposed to tackle today’s downturn.  

 

First of all, the G20 Economic Summit of November 15/16 2008. 

This summit achieved as much as could be expected of a hastily 

assembled group with different objectives. Apart from the facile call 

to ‘work together to combat the global economic crisis’ they also 

called for a potentially far reaching initiative to create ‘colleges of 

supervisors’ for global banks. While this policy re-alignment and 

global programme is encouraging, it will take time to implement and 

can not be expected to influence a bank’s day to day decisions. 

 

Secondly, and on a more detailed level, the President's Working 

Group on Financial Markets on 14 November 2008 proposed 

measures to increase oversight in the CDS market by creating central 

counterparties, an initiative endorsed by ISDA. This initiative has 

wide support since it is expected to increase transparency and 

accountability without limiting the price discovery inherent in the 

CDS market. This will lead to less uncertainty, but not necessarily to 

lower exposures.  

 

The assorted initiatives of national governments, ranging from barely 

disguised protectionism to outright nationalisation count as a third 

type of development. These initiatives depend on the economic 

strength of the nation and the intellectual strength of programme. 

Either of these can severely limit the effect. A case in point in the US 

TARP, which despite a whopping 700 billion USD funding has made 

an about turn even before being implemented. Turning the tide is 

beyond any nations’ capability, and the national programmes are not 

likely to make a lasting dent in the world economy. Also, bank’s and 
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investor’s decisions regarding risk may be adversely affected if bail 

outs remain on the cards. This is witnessed by the early scramble to 

become ‘too big to fail’, a coveted status for some.  

  

The final notable development has been the near absence of the risk 

management community in the recent discussions. What is puzzling 

is that the sharp increase in risk aversion among banks and investors 

has not lead to a comparable increase in risk management. If 

anything, it seems that risk aversion has spilled over into risk 

management aversion. It is time for risk managers to come out of the 

closet and take a seat among the finance ministers, regulators, rating 

agencies and even hedge funds managers to help shape prudential 

banking practices.  

 

Let’s investigate what avenues risk managers can pursue by looking 

at a recent speech from the international regulator. On 17 November 

2008, the chairman of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
1
 

stated that “Supervisors are reviewing the need to supplement risk-

based prudential and risk management approaches with simple, 

transparent gross measures of risk. In combination, such risk-based 

and gross measures may provide a further check on the build-up of 

leverage at financial institutions and the underestimation of risk 

during rapid periods of credit growth or in new business lines that 

have not experienced a downturn. Moreover, in periods of stress a 

large gap may open between what the risk-based metric requires, and 

what the market expects through simpler metrics. I hasten to add that 

simple metrics alone can and will be gamed […]. “  

 

Five improvement programmes suggest themselves, which should 

occupy risk managers: 

                                                 
1
 Keynote address by Dr Nout Wellink, President of the Netherlands Bank and 

Chairman of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, at the High Level 

Meeting “The Role of Banking and Banking Supervision in Financial Stability”, 

Beijing, 17 November 2008. http://www.bis.org/review/r081117a.pdf 
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a. Integrated Risk Management. Many banks still organise 

their Risk Management in silo’s, with little or no interaction 

between the various risks types. The lack of an integrated 

Risk Management function has unwittingly been reinforced 

by Basel II through the wholly artificial separation between 

risks covered under Pillar 1 and Pillar 2. A programme to 

make earnest steps in Integrated Risk Management is 

urgently needed. Note that IRM must be governed by a 

proper methodology. It should not degenerate into mere 

integrated reporting, such as the largely failed Enterprise 

Risk Management. 

 

b. Treatment of Assumptions. The way assumptions are 

treated that underlie the risk models must be improved. Since 

all models necessarily rely on assumptions, it pays to have a 

methodology that examines these assumptions explicitly. 

One way would be to develop broad scenario analysis as a 

requirement for any modelling activities in addition to the 

customary stress tests. 

 

c. Re-evaluation of Risk. In well run banks, the introduction 

of new processes and products is subject to extensive 

evaluations. Approvals following such evaluations should be 

subject to a time limit and a compulsory re-examination. In 

the re-evaluation, the treatment of the assumptions must be 

explicitly examined for applicability. 

 

d. The position of Risk Management. The roles of the 

business and Risk Management have become blurred and 

need redefining. A strong Risks Management requires more 

than clear methods, knowledgeable staff and transparent 

reporting. It also requires a level of objectivity which is 

fundamentally beyond business owners. Over the past years, 

it has been a trend to accuse Risk Management of distancing 
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itself from the business. This has lead to far too cosy 

relationships. Risk Management needs to redefine itself to 

add its independent perspective and thus safeguard the 

financial stability of the institution.  

e. Disclosure. The Risk Management function should issue its 

own (annual) report outlining their methodologies, 

assumptions, scenarios in use and limits to the applicability 

of their models. This disclosure should take the form of an 

industry wide template to facilitate market transparency. 

 

Some of these programmes may seem fanciful, e.g. the programme 

on Disclosure. However, risk managers have a duty to think of ways 

to improve their contribution to the firm. There seem to be plenty of 

avenues which risk management can pursue. Shareholders will start 

demanding them soon. 
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The recent credit crunch and liquidity crisis has not been the happiest 

time for risk managers. Accused of not preventing the downturn, risk 

managers may appear weak. In fact, the time to show our mettle is 

now, and risk managers have plenty to look forward to in 2009, not 

least an increase in influence if they play their cards right. This 

newsletter outlines what they should focus on.  

 3. What to Change in 2009  

At the closing of the year, it is time to take stock and to look ahead. 

Many people will use this time to sit back and decide how they want 

to behave in the new year. They will ponder which habits to discard 

or amend and what activities they would like to take up. The 

Financial Times editorial of 22 Dec 2008 noted “Eighteen months of 

financial surprises have served to remind us of the risks of a 

seductive journey: from thinking about the future, which is essential; 

to forecasting the future, which is something of a parlour game; to 

believing that one has truly understood what the future holds, which 

is dangerous.” This certainly rings true for risk management. 

 

For financial institutions, it is safe to say that 2008 will be looked at 

as a legendary year. It is commonly believed that it will prove to be a 

watershed. Although attractive and spectacular, there is no need to 

rehash the annihilation of grand institution’s and respected 

individual’s reputations. They have been thoroughly thrashed and the 

stories are well known. Rather, let’s sit back and look at the habits to 

discard or amend and the activities that could be taken up for risk 

managers. 

 

Habits to lose or amend 
The first observation must be that risk managers should consider 

what to discard. Three areas stand out: Ratings, VaR and the notion 

of the Unifying Risk Measurement. 

 

The predictive capabilities of Risk Management techniques 

(especially ratings) have been shown to be less than satisfactory. 

Thus, a clear candidate for the scrap heap is the overreliance on 
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ratings. There is only so much that can be learned from a rating, and 

excessive modelling does not make the basic information any better. 

Rather than taking the ratings at face value, more effort should be put 

in the evaluation of the uncertainty surrounding the ratings. 

 

A second candidate is the belief in the usefulness of VaR, now much 

maligned. As a predictive instrument, it has long had a loud 

opposition
2
, but it is now sometimes portrayed as the ultimate villain 

in the play. As with ratings, it is more the overreliance on the 

measure than the measure itself. If we accept the underlying 

assumptions (normality being the most extreme of these), it is still an 

interesting measure. But no more than that. With the decline in the 

status of VaR, the approach to ICAAP also needs close re-

examination. Many had pinned their hopes on computing VaR-like 

measures for other risk types, such as Operational Risk. Since 

Market Risk and Credit Risk, that both can boast data quality 

Operational Risk managers can only dream about, have deeply 

flawed VaR results, this is not a fruitful area to pursue. It should be 

scrapped. 

 

Another item to be amended heavily is the chase for the Unifying 

Risk Measurement. Sometimes disguised as ICAAP and sometimes 

captured in the idea of risk appetite, this is yet another manifestation 

of the notion that risk can be captured in a single numerical measure 

(as with VaR), which can be added, compared across time and 

businesses, diversified etcetera at will. Risk information that consists 

only of a number should not be taken seriously. A host of 

assumptions, circumstances, environmental peculiarities, time-

related information and information about the data collection process 

need to be made explicit for the number to be useful. It is therefore 

extremely rare for risk numbers to be compatible across risk types, 

                                                 
2
 Although Taleb’s “The Black Swan” is most commonly referenced, Benoît 

Mandelbrot’s “The (Mis)behavior of Markets” predates it and is intellectually more 

stimulating. 
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businesses, market conditions, product life cycles or the maturity of 

departments.  

 

Activities to be taken up 
The initiatives that are worthwhile pursuing with renewed vigour are 

all concerned with getting a better understanding of the risk 

environment. Two avenues should be explored: Causal Analysis and 

Scenario Analysis.  

 

Both kinds of analysis allow for a broader range of information to be 

included in risk assessments than in the ‘hard wired models’. This 

also forces banks to step away from a one-dimensional notion of risk, 

which masks many of the real issues. 

 

By focusing on causal analysis the attention of risk managers can 

shift to prevention. Although prevention is known to be better than a 

cure, preventative measures in general suffer from a great lack of 

appeal. Nobody ever got promoted for preventing a bad investment 

or a bad loan. In risk management as in real life, it is the fire fighters 

who get all the glamour. The cleaning up process is showered with 

funds, to obscene amounts with few questions asked. If a fraction of 

that money had been spent to do some scenario analysis and causal 

analysis of the risks involved, the savings could buy any European or 

American Bank.  

 

Because causal analysis of risks coupled with scenario analysis of 

possible developments can prevent major losses or risk events from 

happening in the first place, it is a harder sell. But one that should be 

attempted more. Banks have been envious of the Spanish regulator’s 

restriction on certain products. As a result, some of the Spanish 

banks have fared much better than their peers. No model would have 

come up with these kinds of directives, but causal and scenario 

analysis can do so, and could have done so for many ailing and 

failing institutions. 
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Finally, if we want to understand, e.g. our credit risk exposure, we 

need to look into the causes of the credit losses we experienced and 

we must examine plausible scenario’s and their impact on our 

exposure. Just going by numbers will not be enough. The business 

environment is too complex to be captured in a number or a fixed 

formula The same is true for market risk, operational risk, and all the 

other risk types that have been invented to get a grip on the 

complexity of business. The explosion in risk types is itself testament 

to the hydra-like state of risk management. 

 

With that in mind, it looks as if 2009 could be an interesting year.  
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The idea that risk management in banks is an exact science is no 

longer fashionable. The risk community has failed in the eyes of 

many, and needs to come with a new approach to re-establish itself. 

Dealing with uncertainty should be a cornerstone in that approach. 

This newsletter explains why.  

 4. Systemic Risk and Uncertainty   
These are good times to be a regulator. Demand is up and funds are 

plentiful. Also, anybody who can lead the way out of the financial 

distress is guaranteed attention at cocktail parties. On the downside, 

expectations are also up and miracles are expected. On January 16, 

2009, the Financial Times quoted the chairman of the US House 

financial services committee: “by the spring I believe we will have 

passed a bill which empowers a systemic risk regulator”.  

 

There have been many calls for the regulatory community to look 

beyond individual firms. Indeed the stated purpose of the BIS is to 

ensure the financial stability of the banking system, not to safeguard 

individual institutions. In that respect, the US initiative is not a new 

policy goal but rather a new approach to that goal. What is new is 

that entities that are now unregulated are to be included, such as 

hedge funds and private equity firms. Looking at the history of risk 

management and regulation, there are three major factors that should 

play a central role in this new approach to systemic risk: 

Governance, Reporting and Uncertainty  

 

Governance 
In banks, the management of risk has been increasingly fragmented 

rather than unified. Specialist silos of credit risk, market risk and 

operational risk units, to name only the Basel pillar 1 risk types, have 

been created. Some institutions have a token “Enterprise Risk” 

programme, which typically consists of someone with a stapler, or, 

in more sophisticated versions, a mysterious black box that combines 

VaR numbers.  
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To set up an appropriate risk governance structure, it should be 

realised that risk is generated throughout the institutions. The first 

principle must therefore be that the business owns the risk. They are 

in the best (if not the only) position to manage it, prevent it from 

running out of control, monitor the status, check against expectations 

and most importantly take immediate action. They own the risk, are 

accountable and responsible for the correct implementation of 

methods and for the evaluation of results. At the same time, and part 

of the first principle, an independent risk management function must 

own the risk methodologies. The desire to integrate risk management 

units into the business is as rampant as the urge for accountants to 

develop advisory units. Both are fundamentally flawed and should be 

anathema in any regulation. 

 

The first thing systemic risk regulation could do is to lay down the 

law on the acceptable governance structure for risk. Banks and others 

will protest vehemently, but the chances of actually influencing risk 

behaviour without a clear set of rules for roles and responsibilities is 

a non-starter.  

 

Reporting 
The way risk is reported is likely to change as a result of a systemic 

risk regulation. The Basel II standards are a likely departing ground. 

The various approaches (basic, standardised and advanced) 

acknowledge that different levels of sophistication exist in firms, and 

seeks to exploit those in the interest of ‘better numbers’. “Better for 

who”, one could ask. With the realisation that risk models have not 

provided sufficient advance warning of actual risk, the least that 

could be done to get a grip on systemic risk is to enforce staggered 

reporting for all firms. This means that those firms who wish to 

report under IRB, must continue to report under the Standardised 

approach indefinitely. That way, both the effects of the various 

approaches can be gauged and industries, sectors, regions, etc can be 

compared more easily. 
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Uncertainty 
One of the topics risk management has downplayed is that of 

uncertainty. A buffer for uncertainty (for systemic risk and bank 

specific risk) is mentioned in the Basel II text (my emphasis) in 

exactly one place:  

 

757. Pillar 1 capital requirements will include a buffer 

for uncertainties surrounding the Pillar 1 regime that 

affect the banking population as a whole. Bank-specific 

uncertainties will be treated under Pillar 2. It is 

anticipated that such buffers under Pillar 1 will be set to 

provide reasonable assurance that a bank with good 

internal systems and controls, a well-diversified risk 

profile and a business profile well covered by the Pillar 

1 regime, and which operates with capital equal to Pillar 

1 requirements, will meet the minimum goals for 

soundness embodied in Pillar 1.
3
 

 

The existence of uncertainty in the risk approach must receive more 

attention than this in the treatment of systemic risk. The topic is 

much more complex in terms of environmental influences, feedback 

loops, data incompatibility, model differences between firms and 

inaccuracies in reporting, to name just a few of the fundamental 

problems. In these days, not many people need to be convinced that 

the certainties implied, suggested and used in the risk methodologies 

have tragically misfired. Risk is first of all about uncertainty, with 

cast iron models, predictions and known confidence intervals coming 

a very distant second.  

 

A first step that must therefore be made quickly is to include an 

approach to uncertainty in the risk world. This includes an 

                                                 
3
 Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, International Convergence of Capital 

Measurement and Capital Standards - A Revised Framework, June 2004 
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appropriate taxonomy
4
, associated language and a research 

terminology, that puts the risk statements in the right perspective. 

This is already common in policy analysis where the complexity 

defies a deterministic approach, and should also become part of the 

risk management tool kit, which is equally devoid of deterministic 

models.  

 

Creating a systemic risk regulator is not going to stabilise the 

financial industry overnight. But stability will be enhanced by setting 

clear governance rules, stipulating minimum reporting requirements 

and by re-introducing uncertainty in the risk approach, stability may 

return sooner. 

 

The public are likely to agree that this is worth the burden of another 

regulator. 

                                                 
4
An example of such a taxonomy is presented in: W.E. Waker, P. Harremoës, J. 

Rotmans, J.P. Van Der Sluijs, M.B.A. Van Asselt, P. Janssens and M.P. Krayer von 

Krauss, Defining Uncertainty. A Conceptual Basis for Uncertainty Management in 

Model-Based Decision Support, Integrated Assessment 2003, Vol. 4, No. 1, pp. 5–

17 
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A rethink of the common bank business model is needed, but what 

should it focus on. This newsletter points out some directions for risk 

management and argues for a greater role of risk management in 

banking for 2009 and beyond.  

 5. The Duty of Risk Managers 

We have been told repeatedly that the new way for banking is to 

return to a simpler form of basic banking. The Glass-Steagall Act of 

1933 comes to mind and is now once again paraded in various guises 

as a way to avoid crises like the current one in future times. It may 

not be as simple as that. Out-of-control leverage, multiple asset 

bubbles, regulatory arbitrage and synthetic products that purported to 

spread risks but in fact only hid them from view all played a role, but 

a deeper problem also need to be tackled. That problem is intimately 

linked with the unavoidable risk in running a bank on the one hand 

and with the way risk and uncertainty are perceived and managed on 

the other hand. 

 

Unavoidable risks in a bare bones banking model 
Take, as a starting point a world that consists only of two privately 

owned banks that both operate a simple model. Both banks take 

deposits on which they pay a certain interest rate, and both lend at a 

higher interest rate. Those are the only two products the banks have 

on offer. It does not get any simpler than that. They also share the 

same profit targets and they are the same size
5
. Let’s assume for a 

start that both banks are borrowing at 3% and lending at 6% 

annually
6
.  

 

We do not need to look far to realise that depositors at bank A and 

bank B are not necessarily exposed to same risks, nor indeed are the 

owners of the bank. Apart from the externalities (such as jurisdiction, 

currency, regulatory treatment, depositor guarantee schemes which 

                                                 
5
 Measured by staffing levels or number of branches or similar metrics. 

6 As the rather lame joke used to have it: “The golden 3 – 6 - 3 rule for bankers”. 

Borrow at 3%, lend at 6% and be on the golf course by 3 o’clock.  
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we will all assume to be identical for both) a host of distinguishing 

elements remain. 

 

The quality of the borrowers will be a crucial factor in the bank’s 

capacity to profit and to satisfy the depositors and owners. The 

quality of internal rating models will play a part, as well as the 

accuracy of the data, the soundness of the stress tests, the ability to 

interpret results correctly and the foresight to adjust the model when 

external developments warrant a modification of earlier assumptions. 

The capacity to collect debts as well as the ability to ascertain and 

monitor collateral, and indeed the overall administrative capabilities 

and quality of systems are other factors with the same effect of 

leading to different risk profiles. The understanding of, and 

compliance with, the rules and regulations are factors that also help 

determine the ultimate level of risk. 

 

Making a difference 

Now assume that bank A lends at 6% as before, while bank B 

charges 12%. Something is going on here. Since we note that the 

risks outlined above are inherently different per institution, this 

difference could be entirely natural. Maybe bank B is operating 

among clients with lower credit ratings and expects to suffer higher 

default rates and therefore needs to set higher margins. Maybe bank 

A is more astute at monitoring collateral, or only accepts a limited 

range of less volatile collateral and can thus afford to charge less.  

 

If this was all, bank B would simply not attract the same quality 

borrowers and wither away. But another effect will be that bank B 

needs to pay its depositors more to attract savings, say 6%. Now, the 

bad money driving out the good money starts. Savvy depositors may 

have demanded the higher rate to knowingly take on the risk of the 

poor borrowers that bank B has, coupled with the shoddy systems 

and lackadaisical procedures. But information asymmetry abounds 

among depositors. Soon, flocks of depositors will start to shift from 

bank A to bank B attracted by the higher margins. 
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It will soon run out of borrowers willing to pay 12%, and at the same 

time, it will start to attract deposits from lazy account managers in 

bank A. This is basically what the ‘feeder funds’ in the Madoff 

scheme were doing. Now, both individual depositors and wholesale 

account managers of bank A are all flocking to bank B for yield. This 

will stretch the bank’s capacity beyond acceptable limits when it 

needs to attract more borrowers too and will need to accept ever 

dodgier clients. Ultimately it will have to borrow to the most risky 

clients and it will not be able to sustain its business and collapse 

under its weight in bad loans.  

 

What it comes down to (if you care to re-read paragraph 4) is that 

actual risk is dependent on the quality of the internal processes, the 

ability of staff, integrity, the appropriateness of models used and the 

capacity of the systems and overall administration in place. But here 

is the curious thing, Although these factors determine the real risk, 

depositors are being lured into believing all banks are equal. Part of 

this is due to the need to maintain faith in the banking system. One 

might expect the market to correct for this, but the market is 

notoriously bad at predicting anything. 

 

So what is the remedy? The first step has to be that regulatory 

oversight must be rigorous, and for that, standards must be clear to 

all, enforceable with ease and relevant to the problem. At the 

moment, banking regulation fails on all of these counts. The move 

towards principle based regulation sacrificed clarity for brevity. The 

home host discussions on enforceability are a moot point by now, but 

it has clearly not increased. Relevance is a particularly worrying 

point, and there is a risk of creating new rules for situations that no 

longer exist. 

 

What next? 

With the sound of investment bank operations shutting down all 

over, and a return to the simple ways of banking, the problems of 

risk management do not go away. Prudential banking may be back, 
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but risk management still needs to learn the lessons from 2008 and 

before. To get into shape, it must get involved with the re-creation of 

the banking business model. Merely limiting the range of products 

will not do the trick. The problem is actually under the hood, and is 

embedded in the banking practice of not fully accounting for the 

quality of people, processes and systems within its operation. It is the 

duty of Risk Management to address that gap.  
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When we are thinking about ORM, we often see only a small part of 

the problem. We all know that many causes lead up to an event, and 

that many effects can come from one event. To ensure that we 

examine the full spectrum of causes and trace all preceding 

circumstances, it must find a way to avoid being fooled into 

believing that the causes we happen to observe this time are the only 

ones that matter. This newsletter addresses and old technique of 

Fault Tree analysis that will help risk professionals in that task. 

 6. Fault Tree Analysis   

The field of Operational Risk Management (ORM) has been around 

long enough to allow for some new approaches into the toolkit. 

Concentrating on the topic of Assessments - a key feature of many 

ORM programmes – ORM has suffered from an overestimation of 

people’s ability to assess risks, impacts and likelihoods. In many 

programmes, participants (either directly involved business people or 

those with a specific support role such as IT or Legal) are more or 

less expected to deliver ready-made risk numbers such as likelihood 

or impact estimates. The technique of Fault Tree Analysis would be a 

useful addition to address this shortcoming. 

 

Without a doubt, it is very fruitful to set up methods for ORM 

analysis that look further than internal and external loss data only, 

relevant though they are. To make the more opinion-based 

assessment more useful, we could consider Fault Tree Analysis 

(‘FTA’) as an addition to the ORM toolkit.  

 

Fault Tree Analysis 

FTA was developed to study safety issues, e.g. in aviation, 

manufacturing and medical research. In its pure form, it is driven by 

logical relations between events and is therefore often displayed 

using diagrams based on Boolean logic. This may be too far fetched 

for ORM now but the basic concept fits well enough.  

 

FTA starts out by focusing on a particular event. As an example, it 

could be the event of a trader using client funds to play the stock 
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market. This is a possible event, although bank staff will be hard 

pressed to make an accurate (let alone verifiable) estimate of its 

likelihood and impact.  

 

The FTA analysis starts by describing a possible event, such as: 

“Trader X misuses client funds under his management by playing the 

stock market with the client account. He does numerous trades for 

this account and siphons off all the profits from the successful ones 

and leaves the client with all the loss making trades.” The next step 

in the analysis would be to list all circumstances that directly lead to 

such a situation. In ORM speak, we are invited to list all the first 

order causes that would increase the likelihood of this particular 

event. All Basel II causal categories should be considered here: 

people, systems, processes, external factors. This should be done in 

multiple rounds of analysis, involving business people, support staff, 

external consultants etc to come to a full overview of the causes that 

directly increase the probability of such an event. 

 

It will be useful to identify which first order causes must occur in 

combination with other circumstances for the event to happen, and 

which causes are by themselves sufficient to increase the probability 

cause of the event. In our example, lack of a daily report identifying 

uncommon trading behaviour would be a sufficient contributor by 

itself. Lack of dual control coupled with direct trader access to client 

accounts together would also suffice.  

 

The fault tree is further refined by examining which circumstances 

contribute to the occurrence of these first order causes. In our 

example, lack of dual control could in turn be caused by lax attitudes 

to risk, or insufficient staffing. Both elements combined would 

contribute to a increased propensity to have a failure in dual control. 

The tree starts to take shape, as we list the second order causes, i.e. 

those circumstances that contribute to the first order causes. The 

point is not to be dogmatic about what is a first order cause or a N-

order cause. The point is that by repeatedly asking ourselves what 
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drives the risk, and what drives the circumstances that increase the 

risk, we come to a fuller understanding of what needs to be 

controlled in order to manage the risk.  

 

Creating a full list of concrete causes (contributing factors) and their 

link to the risk, we are painting a more rounded picture of the 

likelihood of the risk occurring. This picture can be close to 

comprehensive and identifies all the starting points from which to 

actually manage the risk.  

 

Relevance of FTA 
In contrast with most ORM assessments, FTA does not require the 

audience to start from a blank sheet of paper. Starting from a blank 

sheet of paper can be a very useful exercise to allow the audience to 

wander off in any direction. It is a common practice in certain RSA 

approaches and has tremendous value to discover hidden risks since 

it frees up the audience from a pre-conceived and potentially very 

restricting mind set.  

 

FTA serves a different assessment purpose. It ensures that all 

relevant aspects of a risk can be considered. It is by no means simple 

to create a comprehensive fault tree. Experience has shown
7
 that the 

creating of a fault tree is a task in itself. When asked to assess the 

completeness of fault trees, even domain experts have a hard time to 

identify white spots. But once it is created, even lay people find it an 

easy to understand and easy to use when confronted with a complete 

fault tree. 

 

It would be a great boon to the ORM community if effort was spent 

to take the Basel II Event categorisation to this extra level. A joint 

industry effort to create fault trees for each event category that could 

be used across the industry would benefit both the business and the 

                                                 
7
 Reference: Fischhoff B., Slovic P. & Lichtenstein S. (1978), “Fault Trees: 

Sensitivity of Estimated Failure Probabilities to Problem Representation”, Journal of 

Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance, 4, 330-344.  
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risk management divisions. Business would benefit from a detailed 

explanation of the circumstances that increase the level of risk for 

their business. Risk Management would benefit by turning an 

abstraction (Event classification) into a practical overview of 

concrete, day to day attention points. 

 

Both would benefit by finally coming to a shared framework that 

focuses on causes (which are always concrete), instead of risks and 

abstract events, which are open to interpretation, ill-defined and 

which defy people’s ability to assess them. 
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Unless ORM re-invents itself, it is doomed to wither away. On a 

more positive, if wry, note, unless banks embrace ORM, they will 

themselves wither way. Hence, it is time for ORM to reassert itself 

and make a bold move to the heart of risk management. This article 

outlines what to revisit, what to discard and what to adopt to make 

this happen. Two points for each are detailed: 

1. REVISIT the remit of ORM: it must become central to the 

bank’s risk management 

2. REVISIT RCSA and KRI, these tools must be saved from the 

modellers and the capital obsessed  

3. DISCARD the LDA approach for AMA 

4. DISCARD the notion of Risk Appetite for ORM 

5. ADOPT a taxonomy for uncertainty into the ORM toolkit 

6. ADOPT causal analysis and scenario analysis as the basis for 

ORM 

 7. News Roads and Dear Ends for ORM   

Introduction 
The commemorative January issue of Operational Risk & 

Compliance magazine listed an impressive array of professionals 

who have shaped the ORM discipline. Their views on the state of 

ORM are varied. Coming from regulators, banks’ risk management 

departments, insurance agencies, academia and assorted consultants, 

this is to be expected. One overriding element in their comments, 

however, is on the need for ORM to pick itself up and move on. This 

article is an attempt to outline both the new roads that warrant further 

attention, as well as the dead ends that should be abandoned.  

The amount of criticism levelled at ORM in many institutions is 

grounded in a misunderstanding engendered by ORM itself. This 

misunderstanding started with the way Operational Risk was 
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introduced in the capital requirements regime. Taking a cue from the 

now maligned VaR method, the most advanced methods of capital 

calculation for Operational Risk had to correspond to a VaR at the 

99.9% confidence level interval.  

 

This sent the ORM functions scurrying for data to compute this 

elusive number, using internally gathered and externally acquired 

data. In doing so, the core of Operational Risk, namely insight in the 

banks’ processes and the underlying causes for events, as well as 

preparedness for the future developments in the wider environment 

played second fiddle.  

 

In the remainder of this article, I will sketch the directions ORM 

should take in financial institutions. That includes some common 

practices that must be abandoned or at least drastically reformed. The 

refocus can thus free some resources as well as redirect existing 

programmes for many banks. Given the ORM tasks at hand, the 

upshot is, however, likely to increase the work load of ORM 

departments, Business Units, Internal Control Departments, and 

Audit. This is a direct consequence of the fact that sound ORM is a 

labour intensive, bank wide activity.  

 

Ever since the formalisation of ORM, senior management of various 

banks were wired to ask ‘show me the money’. This often left ORM 

staff stammering about better processes and higher levels of 

prevention that would be achieved. This is of course a highly 

unglamorous business. As Hank Paulson is alleged to have said: 'you 

don't get much credit for averting a disaster.' Quite.  

 

Even in banks that started out promising, senior management quickly 

dismissed ORM as a compliance exercise at best and reduced their 

support to the bare minimum. It will be interesting to see if banks, 

that have all pledged to improve risk management and that all claim 

to be increasing the levels of accountability and control, are indeed 

willing to put their money, time and attention where mouth is.  
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ORM practices to revisit 

 

1. REVISIT the remit of ORM: it must become central to the 

bank’s risk management 

In most if not all banks, the rise of ORM has been a by-product of a 

Basel II programme. As a consequence, it has focused on Pillar I 

capital calculation rather than actually managing the risk due to 

‘inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems or from 

external events’, to use the BIS’s own definition of OpRisk. In 

practice, the remit of ORM has been much smaller than this broad 

sweep and has actually shrunk over the last 3 years.  

 

First of all, established risk management practices like Credit Risk 

Management and Market Risk management were virtually out of 

bounds for ORM work from the start. Instead of recognizing these 

activities as processes, people and systems which should conform to 

ORM practices like any activity, it was often assumed that since they 

dealt with a specific type of risk they were exempt from the ORM 

programme.  

 

Second, while ORM was finding its feet and establishing an 

appropriate governance structure, further pieces started to disappear 

from core ORM units. Two dominant examples are Business 

Continuity Management (BCM) and Information Security (IS), both 

of which require technical specialists that quickly set up shop with 

only a loose connection to risk management. Since neither BCM nor 

IS plays any role in Pillar I, this hardly registered with the decision 

makers in the banks.  

 

Finally, ORM had to struggle to find a place among such disciplines 

as Audit, Internal Control, Quality Assurance / Process Improvement 

Units, Business Process Reengineering, Documentation, Accounting 

/ Finance and Enterprise Risk Management. ORM has dependencies 

and overlaps with all these disciplines. The difference being that 
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ORM was ill-defined in its programme and thus found it difficult to 

show to the business what the added value of ORM would be. In 

addition, it seemed that as soon as ORM did transform itself into a 

more concrete set of rules, that part was prone to be lopped off and to 

continue as a separate function.  

 

In order to rescue ORM from obscurity and eventual oblivion, it is 

necessary to re-establish the remit of ORM. The basic definition is 

just fine, if it combined with a set of policies and procedures that 

allow ORM to exercise the role of a proper risk unit. 

  

Using the BIS definition of “the risk of loss resulting from 

inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems or from 

external events” and ignoring the unhelpful additions
8
, we get back 

to what ORM is supposed to do. It should employ a diverse set of 

tools to identify risks, analyse the underlying causes, gather 

information on events and scenarios, analyse events and scenarios, 

establish appropriate responses and track outstanding actions on 

these responses.  

 

By focusing on internal processes, it is immediately obvious that 

ORM must be active at all levels. Processes at the head office in a 

firm are not aggregates of processes at branch level: they are 

different processes. The processes at senior level are not the sum of 

processes at lower levels: they are different processes. Both have 

their own controls and risks.  

 

If it is accepted that ORM must be implemented in all parts and at all 

levels in the bank then two corollaries follow. First of all, ORM 

                                                 
8
 The addition in the BIS text is: “This definition includes legal risk but excludes 

strategic and reputational risk”. Why legal risk would be mentioned explicitly is a 

mystery. OpRisk also includes IT risk, compliance risk, audit risk, back office risk, 

in fact, any type of activity in a bank that we care to post-suffix with the word ‘risk’. 

Reputational risk is in a different category altogether since this is the effect of an 

event and not a separate risk type at all.  
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requires active cooperation by all. Second, it follows that ORM must 

be the heart of Risk Management and thus the starting place of any 

other risk analysis, be it credit risk, market risk, liquidity risk or any 

other risk. Part of the argument for this is grounded in the two areas 

to be strengthened or added to ORM, namely the role of uncertainty 

and the notion of causal analysis (See below, item 5 and 6). 

 

This all has implications for the governance structure of ORM. 

Currently, the use of local ORM contacts or coordinators etc is 

widespread. They are typically weak powers in the organisation. 

Likewise, strong central ORM functions are rarer than modest 

traders. Strong would here mean capable to set enforceable policies 

and standards, receive relevant and timely data as well as equipped to 

perform analyses and to give advice for all business units.  

 

2. REVISIT RCSA and KRI: these tools must be saved from the 

modellers and the capital obsessed  

There are many misunderstanding about Risk (and Control) Self 

Assessment. Let’s start by splitting the RCSA into RSA and CSA, 

Risk Self Assessment and Control Self Assessment. Both are 

assessments but if implemented well, they are fundamentally 

different in their approach. In both cases, we are seeking for 

weaknesses and vulnerabilities and in both cases, we hope to arrive 

at meaningful actions that will address this. But whereas in CSA the 

analysis starts with the list if known controls, which are by definition 

limitative, in RSA we focus on risks, which are multifarious and in 

principle unlimited and uncertain. 

Hence, the RSA should adopt an approach that allows for as yet 

unspecified risks to be assessed, whereas CSA can work with a given 

set of pre-established controls. Many banks start out their RSA 

implementation from a blank sheet, allowing units the maximum 

freedom to identify risks and work from there. Because the pilot 

implementations and the first wave are mostly done in friendly units 
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that are open to the idea of ORM, the outcome is successful at the 

unit level.  

 

Most banks, however, cannot resist the temptation to make this 

cumbersome process ‘more efficient’. They will, e.g., present units 

with a list of risks to assess, or they will eliminate all creativity in the 

identification process by merely asking them to provide numbers on 

impact and likelihood. When this happens, the effect of the RSA will 

approach zero faster than you can say rainbow chart and the 

programme will not survive in a meaningful way. The early 

enthusiasm is not carried over, and an opportunity to learn about 

risks is lost as the RSA rapidly devolves into box ticking.  

 

This sorry state combines with the desire for aggregate information 

by those who want to manage without truly becoming involved. This 

leads to an increased demand for ‘numbers’, tracking only the impact 

and likelihood outcomes over time and comparing them across 

business units or processes. This is the final blow for RSA, since that 

turns an open ended discovery process into a measuring contest. The 

assessment has become worthless. 

 

For CSA, box ticking is pretty much where it starts. The nature of 

CSA, however, allows for a much higher frequency of polling than 

RSA, which does allow for a different kind of analysis. This alone 

would be an argument to separate RSA and CSA.  

 

Lastly, one thing we can say for sure is about assessing risk is that 

people are notoriously bad at it. Academic research has shown that, 

when asked to estimate risks, people typically overestimate the 

likelihood of rare events, and underestimate the likelihood of 

frequent events. Other peculiarities such as anchoring and 

adjustment, the base rate fallacy and group think should caution us 
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against the use of these assessment outside their context and in other 

than a qualitative sense.
 9
 

 

As far as Key Risk Indicators are concerned, they have been 

misunderstood in some cases. There have been suggestions that KRIs 

should predict losses. This is fundamentally wrong. KRIs should be 

an indicator of risk, not loss; the difference is important. For KRIs to 

be early warning indicators, they should register increases in the 

likelihood of events unless immediate action is taken.  

Some have suggested vast lists of standards KRIs, and the jury is still 

out on the usefulness of that. In practice, the KRIs that work are 

specific, frequent and comparatively few but highly effective. They 

are known as operational controls and no process owner (or car 

owner) needs to be convinced of their value.  

 

Finally, as all ORM programmes, follow up actions and monitoring 

thereof must be part of the programme. Failing that, the programmes 

can rightly be said to have no effect and will be continue as loose 

sand that can even obscure the degree of risk and control we are 

seeking to put in broad daylight.  

 

B. ORM practices to be discontinued 

3. DISCARD the Loss Distribution Approach for AMA 

The LDA is an attempt to create a Value at Risk for ORM based on 

internal loss data, supplemented with external loss data and further 

augmented with scenario data. The problem with the approach is that 

                                                 
9
 See the extensive research in [1] Fox, Craig R.; Amos Tversky (1995). Ambiguity 

Aversion and Comparative Ignorance. Quarterly Journal of Economics; [2] Bar-

Hillel, M. (1980). The base-rate fallacy in probability judgments. Acta 

Psychologica, 44, 211-233. [3] Kahneman, D., & Tversky, A. (1973). On the 

psychology of prediction. Psychological Review, 80, 237-251; [4] Nisbett, R. E., 

Borgida, E., Crandall, R., & Reed, H. (1976). Popular induction: Information is not 

always informative. In J. S. Carroll & J. W. Payne (Eds.), Cognition and social 

behavior, 2, 227-236. 
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VaR was meant for situations that behave in a statistically sensible 

manner, i.e., there are many observations of equal validity, more 

observations lead to better modelling, data is time-invariant and is 

well classified. All of these characteristics are absent from the kind 

of loss events that interest OpRisk managers at the tail. To make 

matters worse, in the world of credit and market risk VaR has been 

largely discredited as a meaningful predictor of losses. In fact, VaR 

has been compared to an airbag that works 99.97% of the times, 

except on impact. 

In fact, for ORM, the very losses that drive the capital are those that 

are extremely unlikely to re-occur. Any change of another Rusnak at 

Allied Irish?, or another Kerviel at SocGen? Also the use of external 

loss data brings its own issues. The use of external data quickly takes 

away the incentives for ORM implementation once business owners 

find out that they have no influence over these external events. 

Lastly, the co-called qualitative adjustment is often just that, an 

afterthought which barely registers in the final outcome and is not 

sufficient to stimulate unwilling business managers. 

Rather than tinker with the LDA, it would be preferable to focus on 

the results of causal analysis and scenario analysis to quantify the 

amount of OpRisk and hence capital requirements for a given 

business.  

 

4. DISCARD the notion of Risk Appetite for OpRisk 

Risk appetite, defined as addressing the policy question of how much 

risk exposure the bank is prepared to carry, has virtually no meaning 

in OpRisk. In principle, OpRisk carries no upside, and risk appetite is 

inextricably coupled with the risk-reward trade off. In OpRisk, this 

trade-off does not exist in a material sense. There is no real trade-off 

between, e.g., tax-avoidance, foregoing segregation of duties, failing 

to install a proper fire wall, not training staff, misinforming 

management, churning accounts, mis-selling or kiting on the one 

hand and the rewards that these risks might bring. Without that trade 

off, appetite in the classical sense is meaningless.  
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A far more useful concept to use is that of Tolerance. This could be 

introduced by assessing the status quo, and determining whether the 

situation is tolerable, i.e., does it need immanent improvement or not. 

Here again, the inability of people (and even experts) to assess risks 

will continue to plague a scientific approach. The assessment will 

probably not be a number or a formula, rather it is the outcome of 

causal and scenario analysis on a process or business level coupled 

with the owner’s limit of what the unit can bear.  

 

C. New roads for ORM  

5. ADOPT a taxonomy for uncertainty into the ORM toolkit 

One of the blind spots in risk management is accounting for 

uncertainty. This may seem anomalous, but the untrammelled faith in 

the models used, ranging from the context in which the models 

operate, the inputs in the models, the relations of variables in the 

models, the interpretation of the outcome of the models to the 

externalities assumed, all carry a degree of uncertainty which is not 

addressed. 

One of the reasons why this uncertainty is not in focus in the risk 

world is the lack of an accepted language with which to discuss this. 

One area of research where this problem surfaced early and which 

has developed an initial taxonomy for uncertainty is Policy Analysis.  

 

This discipline typically is engaged in evaluating ill-defined, 

complex, long term projects which major social and economic 

consequences. It could be the question of how to protect a delta 

against floods, which type of medical research to sponsor or how to 

reduce income inequality while raising general welfare.  

An attempt to unify the many frameworks used for uncertainty lead 

to three dimensions for uncertainty: Object, Level and Variability of 

the uncertainty.
10

 This has proved to be a useful way to communicate 

                                                 
10 The relevant paper actually uses the term ‘Location’ for ‘Object’ and ‘Nature’ for 

‘Variability’which can be misleading. See: Walker, W. E., J. Harremoës, et al. 
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about uncertainty. The ‘Object’ can be a model, an input, a relation 

between variables, a parameter, an external circumstance, etc. For 

each of the objects in an analysis, a Level of uncertainty is evaluated, 

which may of course vary up or down over time.  

 

To be sure, statistical uncertainty is one possible ‘Level’ of 

uncertainty for any object we care to introduce, but so is scenario 

uncertainty or acknowledged ignorance. Highlighting the level of 

uncertainty (which is a continuous range from completely 

deterministic to total ignorance) is only one aspect. In terms of 

uncertainty, there is also some stickiness associated with the level of 

uncertainty, called its ‘ Variability’. This variability (or stickiness) of 

the level tells us whether the level of uncertainty associated with the 

object is fixed (such as the statistical level associated with the 

roulette wheel) or has potential to change over time (such as the 

credit history of a new client which may move from scenario 

uncertainty to statistical uncertainty with enough effort of data 

gathering). 

 

This language enriches the risk field for banks enormously and 

forces risk managers and decision makers to include more than only 

the statistical analysis.  

 

6. ADOPT causal analysis and scenario analysis as the basis for 

ORM 

The BIS focus of classifying losses by event type alone has had 

unfortunate consequences. It suggests that these event types are the 

starting point for analysis, and regrettably they are not. It is the 

causes underlying the events that matter, not whether we spend hours 

debating whether a squirrel chewing through the fence leading to a 

power outage, followed by a client using the confusion to 

misappropriate a printer is an external event or an external fraud. Or 

                                                                                                        
(2003). Defining Uncertainty: A conceptual basis for Uncertainty Management in 

Model-Based Decision Support. Integrated Assessment 4(1): 5-17. 
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whether you reclassify it as internal fraud once you find out that the 

client is actually an employee of another branch.  

 

What matters is that to lower the risk of re-occurrence, a causal 

analysis needs to take place, which requires an investigatory 

approach. The language of causes is not that of financial accounting, 

which is all often all that happens when a loss is reported. Many 

banks do require extensive reporting for their more extreme losses. 

That is in itself a good development, which needs to be extended to 

other events. Not all events require external auditors and extensive 

swat teams, but an event that is not analysed is an event the bank 

learns nothing from. A specific ORM driven tool should facilitate the 

causal analysis, which must be mandatory part of the loss data 

policy.  

 

Conclusion  
ORM has every chance to reassert itself in the current crisis. To do 

that, it must assert its remit as core to risk management, reaffirm the 

role of the classic ORM tools, shed some of the traditions that have 

not delivered sufficient value (such as LDA and Risk Appetite), and 

must give causal and scenario analysis a more central role in its 

approach. If it does that, there is much to gain for banks in boosting 

ORM.  
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Like any discipline, risk management needs a vocabulary that is both 

rigorous and workable. The terms used in risk management are plagued 

by the seeming familiarity in every day parlance. Credit risk and to a 

greater degree market risk, have found a way around this dilemma by 

employing strict mathematical and statistical language. For ORM and 

ERM, no such luxury exists and they are stuck with every day 

terminology. The least we should do is to clarify as clearly as possible 

what the risk in ORM and ERM means. To do that, it will be useful to 

distinguish Risk from Uncertainty, which are often confused. This 

newsletter explains why this is important and how the concept of 

uncertainty may help ORM and ERM.  

 8. Uncertainty and Risk Management   

Judging from the reaction of professional risk managers to the banking 

turmoil, it would seem that the proper route forward for risk 

management is, by and large, ‘more of the same’. Hence, the answers of 

risk management appear to be around setting much tighter credit lines, 

maintain stricter monitoring of defaults, set far more aggressive margin 

calls, carrying out way more stress testing, perform more scenario 

analysis and round up ever more data to feed, calibrate and validate 

VaR models.  

 

While these enhanced risk management programmes all serve to feed 

the need for more risks management, the missing ingredient in all this 

activity is a fundamental reconsideration of the risk management 

function. A concept that is used in the area of policy analysis may 

provide a language for that fundamental reconsideration. This concept 

is that of providing a taxonomy for uncertainty
11

 to allow for a more 

complete appreciation of the risk universe: its methods, its models, its 

inputs, its outputs, its dependencies and other factors that should give 

us pause for thought when we are putting our trust in the risk 

methodologies. Before compounding the current risk approaches into 

an ERM or IRM framework, it will be worthwhile to have better grip on 

                                                 
11 The notion that risk and uncertainty should be treated seperately was First 

proposed by F.H. Knight (1921), in “Risk, uncertainty and profit”, Houghton 

Mifflin, Boston, USA. 
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what level of certainty we can place in our risk management methods. 

For that, we need a language and a taxonomy of uncertainty.  

 

Factors in Uncertainty 
There is something called the uncertainty paradox

12
 in many risk 

approaches. The paradox is that uncertainty is briefly acknowledged at 

the outset after which all risk statements are couched in terms of 

certainty. Be it credit scores, value at risk numbers, risk self 

assessments or loss data, the outcome is taken without much attention 

for the question whether what we measure is a good reflection of what 

we are interested in. Uncertainty surrounding the outcomes is only one 

aspect though. Of far greater significance is what happens at the model 

building stage, the relevance of the assumptions going into the model; 

the relations between elements that the model describes and the 

relations that it ignores; the selection of elements itself as well as our 

ability to correctly observe these relations and elements. All these 

combined determine the usefulness of the model. Ascertaining the 

uncertainty of the outcome (such as in a confidence interval) only 

becomes important once we are confident about the level of uncertainty 

in the model itself 

 

In the words of the statistician George Box: “All models are wrong, but 

some models are useful”. To find out how useful our risk models are, a 

taxonomy for uncertainty, such as outlined below, will be a good 

starting point. The one outlined here was modified from a taxonomy 

first proposed for policy analysis
13

. It is treated in more detail in a 

forthcoming white paper. 

 

 

                                                 
12 The term uncertainty paradox was introduced by Van Asselt and Vos in (2006). 

“The precautionary principle and the uncertainty paradox.” Journal of Risk 

Research, 9(4), 313-336.  
13 Defining Uncertainty. A Conceptual Basis for Uncertainty Management in Model-

Based Decision Support, W.E. Waker, P. Harremoës, J. Rotmans, J.P. Van Der 

Sluijs, M.B.A. Van Asselt, P. Janssens and M.P. Krayer von Krauss, Integrated 

Assessment 2003, Vol. 4, No. 1, pp. 5–17 
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Increase in Uncertainty

A Taxonomy for uncertainty 
Before we start with the taxonomy, it will be useful to give a formal 

definition of uncertainty. In our analysis, uncertainty is defined as “a 

measure for the degree of validity of the model choices”. We express 

this measure as a distance from the state of full determinism 

 

Three steps are involved in determining uncertainty: (1) Selecting 

which objects to include in our uncertainty analysis, (2) ascertaining the 

level of uncertainty for each object and finally (3) ascertaining the 

variability of that level of uncertainty.  

 

1) Selecting the objects of uncertainty 

No model is an island, and in risk management, the models we use 

make a host assumptions and operate in a setting that is highly complex 

and variable. The individual assumptions can all be legitimate objects 

in our analysis, as well as any context relevant information. It is 

important that these assumptions and this contextual information is 

captured at the atomic level, or as near as we can get to. Any 

compound, such as treating “Regulation” as a catch-all for internal 

regulation, national regulation, banking regulation (SEC, FED, OCC, 

etc), accounting regulation, insurance regulation etcetera will only blur 

the picture. Next to these elements, the inputs into the model, the static 

data, the model itself as well as the outcomes are all legitimate objects 

of our study. In a typical risk model, there may be anywhere between 

200 and 1000 objects to consider. 

 

2) Ascertaining the level of uncertainty for each object 

The basic question we seek to address here is “what do we know about 

the uncertainty regarding each object?” The level is a continuum 

punctuated by some markers.  
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Unknown range
Unknown validity

Known range
Known validity

Partly Known range
Unknown validity

20150 5 10

It is worthwhile to pause at this continuum. In risk management, 

‘Statistical Uncertainty’, of the kind where we understand the behaviour 

of our object and are able to express it in pure statistical terms is often 

taken for granted. An example of statistical uncertainty would be 

flipping a coin. The outcome uncertain, not at all fully determined, but 

easily modelled with mere ‘Statistical Uncertainty’. The way we 

account for trader errors, however, may be through ‘Incomplete 

Scenarios’ at best and probably is better described as ‘Recognised 

Ignorance’ if not ‘Fully Uncertain’. 

 

There are four aspects of each object that are measured on a scale of 0 – 

20
14

,: (A) How well do we understand the theory underlying our model 

? (B) How well do we understand the empirical working of the model ? 

(C) How well do we understand the structure of the model ? (D) How 

well do we understand the variables in the model ?  

 

The scale we use for these four aspects is roughly drawn up as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
14 Adapted from: Martin Krayer von Krauss, “Uncertainty in Policy Relevant 

Sciences”, Ph.D. Thesis, November 2005, Environment & Resources DTU, 

Technical University of Denmark.  
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1:1LARGE variations 

have a SMALL effect 

SMALL variations have 

a LARGE effect

2010 150 5

The  level of 
uncertainty is 
fixed for all 
aspects of the 
object

51 3-5 -1-3

The  level of 
uncertainty is 
variable for all 
aspects of the 
object

The  level of 
uncertainty is 
mostly fixed
for the object

The  level of 
uncertainty is 
mostly 
variable for 
the object

The  level of 
uncertainty 
can not be 
ascertained

The fifth question to ascertain the level of uncertainty refers to the 

sensitivity of object to changes in the environment. Here, we use a scale 

of 0-20 again, with the following rough outline: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These five aspects give us a range of 0-100, which puts the objects a 

certain distance from the state of ‘Full Determinism’. The higher the 

level value, the more uncertainty the object represents. Since there may 

be many objects in a model, much can be gained from examining 

various combinations of objects. When comparing models as a whole, 

some form of normalisation should be adopted. 

 

3) Ascertaining the variability of that level of uncertainty 

The last step is that of determining whether the uncertainty is reducible 

or not. For some objects, the level of uncertainty is almost a given. 

Further research or additional data will hardly change the level of 

uncertainty for a coin toss. The level remains at the statistical level. We 

may discover a doctored coin, so it would be too rash to call it purely 

statistical, but for any coin, the level of uncertainty will not change 

much. For other objects though, such as a client’s credit score, the 

amount of effort we put into determining it will make a difference and 

we may move the level of uncertainty from recognised ignorance to 

incomplete scenario’s. The range we use here is roughly as follows: 
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The diagram 
The two measures, level and variability of the level can be pictured in a 

two dimensional diagram as follows. This diagram shows a simplified 

analysis made for a problem in liquidity risk management. 

 

Liquidity Risk Example. Diagram of Uncertainty, Simplified
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In this example, we have limited ourselves to 11 objects in this 

overview for illustration purposes. We note already from this small 

sample, however, that the majority of the objects lean more towards 

‘Fully Uncertain’ than to ‘Fully Determined’, both of which are 

abstractions. They are nearly split between ‘Variable’ and ‘Fixed’, 

which gives a good indication of where to run stress tests, where to 

spend further effort in fine tuning models through sensitivity tests, 

where to focus further validation efforts, where to develop additional 

scenarios and, finally, what aspects to highlight in the all important 

report to senior management (and regulators).  
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The use of the taxonomy  
The taxonomy for uncertainty is primarily an aid to compare and 

contrast model approaches. In that sense, it could be useful for banks 

that wish to make an informed decision about their AMA. Should it be 

scenario based, (external) loss data focused and what mix is better at 

capturing the risk profile. Secondly, the taxonomy can be used delve 

into the model’s constituent parts to fine tune existing approaches by 

accounting for the uncertainty introduced for each element of the 

model.  
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Quantifying OpRisk has proven to be an elusive sport. The various 

attempts, however, hold an important lesson, namely that quantifying, 

and by extension also managing, both day-to-day and extreme losses 

requires specific methods. This also applies to the basic governance of 

ORM which should acknowledge the limits to what extent line 

management can manage ORM by itself, and where an independent 

ORM function should step in.  

9. Extreme ORM 
The nature of OpRisk is that it covers a broad area. It is restricted to 

neither specific functions, products, activities, client groups or any 

other specific part of the bank. The standard practical solution for the 

management of OpRisk is that it has been made part and parcel of the 

line managers’ responsibility, coupled with a central unit to set 

methodology and to compile reports. It is not uncommon for banks to 

adopt a guiding principle for ORM, which is often a variant of the 

following statement: “Management at all levels is accountable and 

responsible for the management of operational risk in their area”. 

Sometimes this even broadened to “ORM is everyone’s task”, thus 

making it a universal responsibility. 

 

There are clearly areas of risk where this approach of line management 

responsibility for ORM works well. Identifying inefficient, problematic 

and risky procedures, malfunctioning systems or failing levels of 

product handling is quite within the capabilities of management and 

staff. By definition, the day-to-day processes, activities and situations 

are their responsibility and hence, so are the day-to-day associated 

risks. Where this principle brakes down is where the risks (and indeed 

the losses that occur when these risks materialise) are not of a day-to-

day nature.  

 

The lesson from the modelling effort  
The attempts to model OpRisk have met with mixed results. The issues 

with completeness of data collection, clarity of definitions and 

demarcation of categorisations are well known. Nevertheless, we can 

actually see some remarkable successes in modelling OpRisk losses. 
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For many banks, the recorded loss events display a consistent pattern 

provided they are restricted to the day-to-day events. If we exclude the 

large losses as ‘one-off’ events, then the remaining losses are 

statistically reasonably well-behaved and have some predictive 

capability. Examples of such predictable losses are credit card frauds, 

teller mismatches, petty theft, discretionary client compensation and 

even branch hold-ups.  

 

Unfortunately, these losses are completely irrelevant for the kind of 

quantification that AMA capital models require. Here, the banks must 

make an estimation of the total yearly loss amount that is not likely to 

be exceeded more than once in a thousand years. And for that, these 

losses are as good as irrelevant.  

 

Capital implications 
It has been known for some time now that this calculation is dominated 

by a few single extreme events, which fully determine the capital 

calculation. It not uncommon to find one or two large events whose 

effects are several orders of magnitude higher than the next lower loss 

amount, especially if we include external loss events into the equation. 

The most important observation to come out of the analysis is of the 

loss distribution is then that a difference must be made between ‘day-

to-day’ losses and extreme losses.  

 

Extreme losses 
The circumstances that give rise to ‘day-to-day’ losses differ radically 

from the circumstances that give rise to extreme losses. Extreme losses 

do not occur in the same pattern, either from a statistical point or view 

or from a causal point of view. Part of the reason why they do not 

appear in the same pattern, or in any pattern for that matter, is that they 

never fall within a bank’s tolerance level. Unlike the day-to-day losses, 

where a trade off between the cost of preventing events and the cost of 

accepting the risk is an actual management choice made time and again, 

extreme losses (and the kinds of risks associated with such events) 

carry no such trade off. Hence, these risks simply do not feature in 
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management’s decisions, since there is nothing to accept. There is no 

appetite, and also no tolerance at all for these kinds of risks.  

 

One solution the modellers have investigated to allow for the specific 

nature of extreme losses is to use methods from Extreme Value Theory, 

such as modelling all losses over a certain amount in a separate 

model
15

. So far, however, no dominant approach has emerged for 

modelling the extreme loss amounts. One lesson from modelling 

OpRisk loss data is, however, beyond dispute: OpRisk losses can not be 

modelled with a single distribution.  

 

The implications for OpRisk management 

So how does that observation help us in OpRisk management? In 

OpRisk management, our objective is to manage operational risk to 

levels that they lie within our tolerance levels. The comment above on 

modelling losses carries over to OpRisk management in the following 

fashion:  

 

The circumstances that give rise to ‘day-to-day’ events 

differ radically from the circumstances that give rise to 

extreme events and hence, our approach in managing 

these risks should reflect that difference.  

 

No serious bank uses a single tool for ORM, but the implications run 

deeper than just the tools: it also affects the governance of ORM. The 

notion that ORM can be managed solely by line management works 

well for ‘day-to-day’ risks but does not hold for risks that are beyond 

the day-to-day occurrences. 

 

 

 

                                                 
15 The idea of using PoT (Peaks over Thresholds) lead to some early success. 

Current thinking, however, is that modeling OpRisk loss data, especially with an eye 

towards prediction, is fraught with so many complexities that simple statistics and 

even extreme value theory does not suffice. 
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Governance 
It is worthwhile to notice that the most extreme headline-grabbing 

losses (SocGen, Barings, UBS, Allied Irish, etc) are all cases where line 

management is either complicit or incapable. Neither situation is likely 

to benefit from the traditional ORM approach of relying on line 

management to carry out ORM. 

 

In most banks, the governance of ORM is characterised by a Senior 

ORM committee, a central ORM unit with (part time) ORM officers in 

business units who report in the line. It is not uncommon to find a 

rather weak ORM unit and only a few business units that take their 

ORM tasks to heart. This situation is a natural consequence of the focus 

on ‘day-to-day’ risks and over-emphasising line management’s 

responsibility for ORM.  

 

ORM Review  
One way of managing beyond the day-to-day events is to upgrade the 

central unit’s responsibility and to create an independent ORM review 

role. The review role in credit risk has been well established and has 

proven to be an effective way of uncovering errors and omissions that 

crept in the credit practice. It basically allows the bank to look beyond 

the line-management’s blinkers. That can also work for ORM. 

 

The ORM review would also ensure a closer adherence to the letter and 

the intent of the existing ORM programmes across the institution. It 

would create a natural platform for the central ORM unit to gain deeper 

insight in what programmes work well and what programmes are 

performed as a mere compliance exercise. More importantly, however, 

it will allow the central unit to look beyond ‘day-to-day’ risks and it can 

overcome line-management’s blind spots.  

 

Note that the central ORM's risk review function does not diminish line 

management’s responsibility or accountability. Far from it. In all head-

line grabbing extreme events, the line management was accountable 

and responsible. But line management also failed spectacularly to 
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manage its risks by itself. The reason that failed is the same reason why 

ORM needs an independent review function. Line management was 

either incompetent or complicit. Neither situation can be remedied 

without an independent function that has the authority and wherewithal 

to spot these risks before they become events. 
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The rising importance of Scenario Analysis for AMA has increased the 

need for acceptable estimates regarding these scenarios. Since the 

impact of events is often given in the narrative of the scenario, the 

attention must be on estimating likelihood. As is well known, this is an 

area full of pitfalls. Some suggestions to overcome the most obvious 

ones are outlined here. 

10. Scenario Analysis 

Scenario Analysis has become de rigueur in AMA programmes. The 

need to augment internal and external loss data with scenario 

information is now widely accepted, although there still are outstanding 

questions regarding the quantification of such scenarios. Probably the 

biggest challenge in developing scenarios is to derive a reasonable 

likelihood figure. As has been shown numerous times (most famously 

in the works of Tversky and Kahneman
16

) people make inconsistent 

estimates of likelihood even for simple cases and are all over the map 

when it comes to complex scenarios. To get out of this impasse (since 

finding likelihood estimates is the very thing we are expecting to get 

from Scenario Analysis in AMA) the guidelines in this newsletter may 

prove useful.  

 

Five do’s and don’ts for Scenario Analysis 
As a starting point, we must acknowledge that estimating Operational 

Risk involves both statistical data and expert opinion. Neither will 

suffice in isolation for all but the most trivial events. Since calculating 

capital for OpRisk, which is the main concern of AMA, is determined 

by very few extreme events, the approximation of the likelihood and 

impact of such events becomes paramount. The following five lessons 

have been learned trying to implement scenario analysis for AMA: 

 

 

                                                 
16 Many references, but a useful starting place would be their very readable 1981 

article: The Framing of Decisions and the Psychology of Choice by Amos Tversky 

and Daniel Kahneman in Science, New Series, Vol. 211, No. 4481. (Jan. 30, 1981), 

pp. 453-458 
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1. Always start by making full use of the internal loss data to 

establish a risk profile. There is far more information in the 

data than merely the amount, the event type and the date of 

occurrence. Fleshing out the causes for the events that took 

place will help provide an actual risk profile of the 

organisation. 

2. Always use a combination of threat analysis and external losses 

to develop scenarios. The scenarios are developed to account 

for unlikely, but possible situations. To make them useful, a 

separate threat analysis is necessary for which external loss is 

the best starting place.  

3. Always use groups rather than individuals to make estimations. 

The psychology of why groups generally do better in 

estimations may not be scientific or even universal, individual 

estimations that are unchallenged are certainly not helpful. 

4. Always include the impact of the event in the scenario 

description. 

5. Never estimate likelihood directly. 

 

The first three items are indeed commonly applied throughout the 

industry. I shall therefore elaborate on the last two items, since they 

may not be as obvious. 

 

Including impact in the Scenario description 

It is common practise to model impact and likelihood in separate, 

independent distributions. This is, however, unwanted in scenario 

analysis for AMA. Failing to include the impact explicitly in the 

narrative weakens the group’s ability to come to a reasoned estimate of 

the likelihood. The more information that can be provided within the 

case description, including detailed causal narrative, external similar 

experiences, processes affected, controls involved and full blown 

descriptions of effects, the better the group of experts will be able to 

make a reasonable estimation for likelihood. 
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By its very nature, the AMA scenarios are ‘extreme’. We can enhance 

the ability of the expert group to come to a reasonable estimate of the 

likelihood by avoiding any need to engage in guesswork. Items that can 

be ascertained without the group’s opinion, such as impact, must be 

provided to the group. That will allow the group to focus on the 

information we truly need from the group: the likelihood estimation. As 

such, the impact is one element that should be fully researched, 

discussed and incorporated in the scenario description prior to the 

likelihood estimation. That way, the ‘extreme’ nature of the scenario is 

at least clear for all parties involved. 

 

Estimating Likelihood indirectly 

When using an expert panel to determine the likelihood of extreme 

scenarios, benchmarks and prior analysis set the boundaries within 

which the panel can agree on a likelihood. It is, however, beyond a 

normal expert panel’s ability to arrive at a reasonable likelihood 

estimation directly.  

 

Since likelihood is a function of external circumstances and internal 

controls, the more we know about both, the better the result will be. The 

scenario narrative should include a full description of the external 

circumstances. The missing part is information on the effectiveness of 

internal controls. This is what the expert panel should be occupied with. 

 

Shifting the focus of the expert panel from estimating likelihood to 

estimating the effectiveness of the internal controls has three immediate 

positive effects: 

 

1. The bank’s own actions (i.e. the controls), and thus its actual 

processes become the centre piece of the scenario analysis. This 

allows AMA capital estimation and practical ORM to speak the 

same language and reinforce each other. 

2. The burden of estimating likelihood directly is transformed into 

the task of discovering the relation between likelihood and the 

effectiveness of controls  
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3. The link between controls and likelihood is not expected to be 

deterministic. Rather, one would assume that the pre-existing 

likelihood (from research) is only marginally affected by the 

quality of the internal control. This is probably a true reflection 

of the limited influence banks have over extreme events.  
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This newsletter is concerned with the most commonly applied ORM 

tool: Risk and Control Self Assessment (RCSA). It is one of those 

ORM tools that comes with a fundamental handicap: that of assumed 

understanding. Here is a brief discussion of five of the misunderstood 

aspects which will help to combat this complacency and that will help 

banks get the most mileage out of their RCSA programmes.  

11. How to do RCSAs  

Risk (and Control) Self Assessment is one of the cornerstones of 

many bank’s ORM practise. It has benefitted from the explicit 

endorsement in the Basel II programme as described in the “Sound 

Practices for the Management and Supervision of Operational Risk” 

of 2003.
17

 It has indeed proved to be a versatile tool, and has been 

deployed at various levels in many organisations. Apart from 

versatility, its enduring appeal is equally due to the fact that RCSA is 

one of the most efficient ways of engaging staff, uncovering risks, 

and develop solutions. After nearly 10 years, we can take stock and 

to take a look at the state of RCSA and how it may be put to the best 

use. Five aspects to consider are: Focus, Timing, Ownership, 

Reporting and Continuity 

 

A. Focus: Is this about Risk, Control or Risk&Control?  
Controls are there to manage risks, and thus the two are inextricably 

connected. Their characteristics, however, could not be more dissimilar. 

Risk is concerned with all manner of probabilistic events and is hence 

limitless in scope and uncertain by nature. Controls, on the other hand, 

concern known actions or process steps and can thus be listed 

comprehensively. Both have their uses but it is important to have 

different tools for different purposes. Combining tools for the 

examination of free format residual risks with tools for the evaluation 

what is known serves neither.  

 

                                                 
17 Paragraph 25 states: ‘Amongst the possible tools used by banks for identifying 

and assessing operational risk are: • Self- or Risk Assessment.’ Note the subtle ‘or’, 

which many ORM professionals conveniently ignore.  
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In RSA programmes, controls merely function as signposts in the 

workshop, brainstorm or scenario development process. The control 

lists are there as background information. To develop new actions, 

however, far more importance is given to examining ‘causes’ or 

possible circumstances that may affect the process. RSAs are typically 

used to develop additional controls, rather than evaluate existing ones.  

 

In CSAs programmes, it is all about efficiency and effectiveness, with 

risk playing the role of background music. The approach is typically 

questionnaire based or walkthrough. These programmes help decide 

which controls need strengthening and which controls are superfluous. 

CSAs are thus great for evaluating existing controls, rather less useful 

for developing alternatives. 

 

For maximum effect then, RCSAs should be executed in separate RSA 

and CSA programmes, here called R(C)SA, focusing on different 

aspects and following separate implementation paths. 

 

B. Timing: When is an R(C)SA in order? 

RSAs and CSAs make the most sense in relatively stable 

environments where participants can be expected to be interested in 

improving the business process. Both aspects need to be in place for 

a successful self assessment. Since these tools capitalise on 

(subjective) opinions regarding existing practice, the opinions are 

much less relevant in developing situations. In such circumstances, 

the participants are likely to have their own agenda’s. 

 

As to frequency, CSAs can be executed with a much higher 

frequency than RSAs, since a checklist gains from repetition while a 

brainstorm / workshop discovery process suffers from quickly 

diminishing returns.  

 

As a rule, RSA should not be attempted more than once a year, 

whereas CSA can comfortably be executed on a quarterly or even 

monthly basis. Either is best done in stable environments.  
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C. Ownership: Whose assessment is it anyway? 

The popularity of RCSAs may in part be explained by the word 

“Self”. A cynic may observe that it has allowed weak ORM 

departments to dodge responsibility for the quality of the 

programmes. In fairness to struggling ORM departments, many RSA 

methods stipulate that ORM should act as facilitator to the staff 

undergoing the RSA. Experience shows that a facilitator who 

understands the business, the processes, the exceptions, the informal 

culture, the formal controls and the environmental challenges is not a 

luxury but a pre-requisite for a successful RSA.  

 

R(C)SA, by definition, should reflect the opinions of those who are 

directly responsible for the execution within the business unit, 

process or product under investigation. At the same time, the 

responsibility for the quality of the R(C)SA rests with the ORM team. 

 

D. Reporting: Who needs this information? 
A common response from managers after an R(C)SA is: “This is not 

telling me anything new”. This is a serious problem for ORM 

departments, since it may discredit the whole ORM effort. An R(C)SAs 

that focuses on mere risk description, impact and likelihood estimates 

or control box ticking is indeed not worth the trouble. The added value 

of best in class R(C)SAs is to go way beyond that level, focuses on 

improvements and is only truly successful if management perks up and 

takes notice.  

 

Unless R(C)SA results are relevant for management (decision making), 

the exercise is no more than an expensive awareness tool. 

 

E. Continuity: What do we do the next time round?  
For CSA, repetitive sampling provides a better insight in what 

controls work well. It thrives on repetition, since that shows how 

controls behave and what effect they have on the overall risk 

position.  
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For RSA, however, the second time a unit, process or product is 

tackled requires a different approach. Many banks are at a loss what 

to do once a unit or process has been subject to an RSA. Once the 

risks have been identified, scored, impact and likelihood estimated 

have been obtained and some actions have been defined, what is 

there to do the second time around?  

 

Typically the second round of RSAs takes place after one or two 

years. During the period, a wealth of risk related information have 

come to light, ranging from loss data reports, KRI analysis and CSA 

output to audit reports and new product information. The updated 

Risk Register, which by then should mirror the actual risk profile is 

commonly used as a starting point for the second round of RSAs. 

This shifts the primary focus of RSA from risk identification to risk 

assessment, which allows for an increased focus on (effectiveness of) 

controls in the R(C)SA.  

 

The future of Self Assessments 
Due to the high degree of flexibility and openness, RSA remains an 

extremely valuable tool in the ORM toolkit. It allows risks to be 

identified and thrives on creative input. CSA forms a natural, 

complementary tool to RSA by providing up to date information of 

the functioning of controls. CSAs, however, only deliver this 

information when they are executed in a strict format and at a higher 

frequency than RSAs.  

 

As far as next steps go, RSAs are more likely to change than CSAs. 

RSAs (while always aimed at developing actions plans) follow a 

different path to that goal over time. They start out with a view 

towards risk identification and over time (say after one or two years) 

can be shifted towards more continuous risk assessment. Once that 

stage has been reached, the two assessment programmes CSA and 

RSA may develop into a properly merged RCSA programme. Few 

banks are at that stage today. 
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Many ORM reports have the excitement of last month’s newspapers. 

Full of news that is already known and lacking insight in what has 

happened since. Some ORM reports even resemble food magazines that 

publish the same stuff over and over again, and can easily repeat a years 

issue without too many people noticing. This is all highly damaging. 

Better reporting is possible if we focus on the right elements in the 

report. This newsletter points out the most relevant items in a good 

ORM report and highlights the fundamental change in thinking that is 

required to make this possible.  

12. Cleaning up ORM Reports 
Typical ORM reports contain an overview of the previous period’s 

losses or incidents, the latest KRIs, status updates on selected 

outstanding actions, occasionally topped by a risk register and a few 

condensed dashboard pages. These reports are infrequent (monthly at 

best, but often quarterly) and generally lack urgency. A staple of 

many ORM reports is the five-by-five matrix of impact and 

likelihood estimates, which often underlies the colour coding in Red, 

Amber and Green. Simply by reinterpreting these five-by-five 

matrices, ORM reports can be made much more relevant, can 

become part of the focus for line managers and will have a much 

greater impact on the way the bank is run.  

 

Reinterpreting the five-by-five 
The five-by-five as depicted here is 

an attempt to quantify the risk 

exposure. Of course, some banks 

will use a nine-by-nine, six-by- six 

or any other symmetrical shape, 

sometimes getting all artisty with a 

fuzzy edged rainbow. That does 

not concerns us here. What 

concerns us are the labels used to 

indicate impact and likelihood, the 

two dimensions of the chart. The measure for impact is the simplest. 

It is often explained in monetary terms, either in dollar losses or 
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percentages of revenue or cost. Likelihood is sometimes further 

quantified in a frequency, such as Unlikely equals one occurrence 

per four years.  

 

A problem with this chart (leaving aside the trustworthiness of the 

measurement and the ugly 

graphics) is that it has the wrong 

focus and gives no information on 

what to do next. So now we know 

the risk is unlikely but extreme, 

now what? Any impact and 

likelihood measurement should be 

translated directly into a course of 

action. In other words, the labels 

used should be in terms of urgency 

of action, the combination being 

just a reinforcement of that. Seen in this light, the colours in the 

graph should be interpreted as follows: 

 

What do the ratings mean? 
Note that the Impact and Likelihood labels have been replaced by 

ratings. These ratings should correspond with directions as to what 

kind of action is expected and how this will be reported. The ratings 

for a 7 point scale could be constructed as follows: 

 

 

By using a table such as this, we can get away from the senseless 

drive of quantification (like pinning an exact monetary value on a 

Rating Follow up Expected proof of action 

0 No Action Required None required 

1 No Action Required Monitors for changes 

2 Action Required Draft high level plan 

3 Action Required Draft detail plan and identify resources 

4 Action Required Identify resources for detailed plan 

5 Action Required Urgently Monitor implementation on monthly basis 

6 Action Required Urgently Monitor implementation on weekly basis 
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risk or a percentage likelihood) and move towards an ORM which is 

focuses on actions. Note that these ratings themselves can still be 

underpinned by monetary losses for impact and frequency estimates 

for likelihood but the five-by-five result is a translation of such 

estimates into actions. That ensures we do not have to debate the 

estimations ad nauseam, but can rather get to grips with the 

implications.  

 

A better ORM report 

Many ORM reports suffer from similar defects as the traditional five-

by-fives: they report some kind of quant data (loss amounts, KRI 

statistics, the occasional R(C)SA outcome) as their main element. 

This is all useful information, but not what will get the business 

excited. It is largely what they already know and often not what they 

are interested in. That can change if we manage to shift the focus of 

the report to the outstanding actions. For that, four things need to 

happen: 

 

• All ORM programmes that use a colour coding must 

translate that into an action coding and make sure that the 

specific actions are recorded in an action database. 

• ORM cannot just be an administrator. It must be actively 

involved in the action tracking. This includes providing an 

opinion on the risk that the action is meant to address. 

• The action database must include all outstanding actions that 

have an ORM angle, irrespective of their origin. The actions 

could thus stem from experienced losses, KRI data, RSA 

papers, Audits, IT proposals, business cases, process changes 

etcetera. In each case where there is an ORM impact, the 

corresponding action it should be included in the database 

and the subsequent overviews.  

 

• The action overview must be made the main topic of the 

ORM report. This is the section that must always be 

discussed at the Operational Risk committee meetings. All 
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other sections, like the KRI updates, loss data graphs and 

event analysis, are useful, but are appendices to the action 

report and need not necessarily be discussed.  

 

There is a huge benefit in making the ORM report action focused. It 

shifts the attention from yesterday’s events to today’s activities. That 

is what ORM needs more than anything.  
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Traditionally, bank regulators have been concerned with the stability of 

the financial system as a whole rather than the soundness of individual 

institutions. It has, however, taken the last crisis to make systemic risk 

the explicit focus of regulation. Banks, for their part, have toyed with 

‘Enterprise Risk Management’ with mixed results. There are lessons to 

be learned from that experiment for systemic risk. Likewise, the latest 

thinking on systemic risk can help revive ERM. 

13. Systemic Risk, A Second Chance for ERM  
Two publications

18,19
 were issued recently that shed some light on the 

regulator’s thinking about systemic risk. In the US, the proposed 

senate bill suggests a seismic shift towards creating an integrated 

regulator, increasing consumer protection, combating moral hazard 

by downsizing those too-big-to-fail companies as well as regulating 

derivatives trading, hedge funds and rating agencies.  

 

Meanwhile, the BIS / IMF / FSB paper takes a more analytical stance 

and discusses the appropriate way to asses systemic risk. It focuses 

on three aspects: size, substitutability and interconnectivity. The 

middle term seems particularly ugly. It refers to a kind of key-

component-exposure, analogous to key-man-exposure. In this 

concept, parts of the financial system that perform a unique role have 

the lowest degree substitutability, thus contributing far more to the 

systemic risk than those components whose function can also be 

performed by another component.  

 

                                                 
18 From the US Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs: “A Bill 

to identify and address risks to the stability of the United States financial system….”  

Full Text (1136 pages): http://banking.senate.gov/public/_files/AYO09D44_xml.pdf 

Summary (11 pages): 

http://banking.senate.gov/public/_files/FinancialReformDiscussionDraft111009.pdf 
19 From the Staff of the International Monetary Fund and the Bank for International 

Settlements, and the Secretariat of the Financial Stability Board: “Guidance to 

Assess the Systemic Importance of Financial Institutions, Markets and Instruments, 

Report to G20 Finance Ministers and Governors, October 2009:  

Initial Considerations (29 pages): http://www.bis.org/publ/othp07.pdf?noframes=1 

Background Paper (46 pages): http://www.bis.org/publ/othp07.htm  
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Definitions 
The same paper defines systemic risk as: “a risk of disruption to 

financial services that is (i) caused by an impairment of all or parts of 

the financial system and (ii) has the potential to have serious 

negative consequences for the real economy.” It continues to state: 

“Fundamental to the definition is the notion of negative externalities 

from a disruption or failure in a financial institution, market or 

instrument.”  

 

The proposed bill does not define systemic risk, but implies that it 

refers to risks “posed by large, complex companies, products, and 

activities.” This is at variance with the BIS / IMF / FSB approach 

which states hat “all types of financial intermediaries, markets and 

infrastructure can potentially be systemically important to some 

degree.” 

 

Strategic risk is to Regulators what Enterprise risk is to 

Financial Institutions 
Both papers urge for comprehensive data gathering, detailed analysis 

and timely disclosure. The BIS / IMF / FSB makes a interesting point 

in this regard. It acknowledges the wide ranging nature of systemic 

risk, and in addition to a call for a host of indicators, it states that 

“the framework cannot be seen as a precise quantitative instrument, 

and assessments of systemic importance are likely to be judgment-

based and not binary in nature.” What is asked here is to take all 

manner of internal and external environmental data, including 

business processes, systems, markets and product complexity into 

account to come to a measure for systemic risk.  

 

At the corporate level, this is close to what ERM should do. So far, 

however, ERM has failed to develop a viable methodology of its own 

and is usually no more than someone holding a stapler. The 

emergence of a methodology for the analysis and management of 

strategic risk therefore provides a welcome second chance for a more 

mature ERM approach. 
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What can ERM
20

 do next?  
ERM should make a fresh start by closely studying the proposed 

approach for the analysis of strategic risk. Three avenues should be 

explored: 

 

• First of all, ERM should develop a specific risk rating. For 

systemic risk, the suggestion is to create an assessment 

framework with a letter graded scale (say A to E) along the 

stipulated dimensions size, substitutability and 

interconnectedness. These aspects are in turn made up of various 

indicators and assessments. This simple approach is something 

that most banks have failed to create for ERM. This lack of a 

specific ERM rating is the clearest sign that ERM does not come 

of age.  

• Secondly, a wide range of indicators should be gathered. 

Enterprise risk just like systemic risk will not be defined by fixed 

and limited set of indicators. The indicators themselves and their 

weights will vary over time, by geography as well as according 

to external circumstances and shocks. The challenge will be to 

harness these indicators and to neither over-determine nor over-

simplify the models. 

• Thirdly, the use of ERM in policy decisions must be made 

explicit. Just as strategic risk needs to be transparent to enable 

better consumer protection, so ERM measures need to be made 

transparent to ensure banks live by their assessments.  

                                                 
20 From here onwards, the remarks on ERM also apply to ORM, which suffers from 

the same shortcomings and which would benefit from the same steps. 
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Conclusion 

The global response to the 2008 crisis has paved the way for a 

serious treatment of strategic risk. That approach is likely to shift and 

develop further over the next few years. This is good news for 

anyone who is interested in comprehensive risk analysis. Much the 

same approach can be adopted in financial institutions to breathe life 

into a moribund ERM programme. Perhaps we will even see an 

ERM-rating as input for strategic risk models.  
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Although the bulk of the current software that purports to support 

Operational Risk fails miserably in that task, this is not an IT issue. It is 

a consequence of the lack of maturity in Operational Risk thinking. It 

can be addressed by recognising four areas where ORM has led the 

software vendors up the garden path: the base data, the analysis, the 

reporting and the comprehensive fabric of ORM. These need to be 

addressed by the ORM community before sensible software can be 

expected. 

14. The Flaws in OpRisk Software  

Much has been expected from OpRisk software and little has been 

delivered. This is a failure of the OpRisk discipline rather than a failure 

of IT. Even OpRisk professionals are often confused about crucial 

issues such as the correct scoping of the domain, the use of 

unambiguous terminology, setting out a consistent workflow and 

adopting meaningful measurements. In such a landscape, it should not 

be surprising that supporting software is equally confusing and 

unhelpful. Four areas of misunderstandings need to be addressed by the 

ORM community before IT solutions can be developed. 

 

1. Base data: The need for stable framework 
Anybody working in ORM is familiar with the triumphant remark 

“operational risk!” when someone bumps into a door, the copier runs 

out of paper, or the biscuits ran out in a meeting. It is, however, seldom 

heard when collateral turns out not to exist, the wrong pricing was used 

for a trade, projects fail to deliver the promised value or when a 

payments and settlements system is out of order for a day. And yet 

these are the real examples of OpRisk events.  

This is partly a result of the fact that ORM has not managed to create a 

consistent methodology, a consistent classification or even a proper 

object of study. The rush to implement IT solutions for this ill-defined 

field has led to predictable results: endless configuration issues since 

the vendors need to cater for ever framework, but usually no thorough 

support for any specific framework. What is needed is a rigorous 

framework of base data anyone calls in the software vendors. 
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2. Analysis: The correct place of quantification 
The fact that the structure is often muddled poses no serious problem 

for the modern software vendors as such. Since everything is modular, 

they will merrily configure as per requirements. The next step is often 

to start using some of the acquired data to start calculating something. 

Anything will do, since the desire for number from senior management 

is often insatiable. Not to be outdone, the vendors add statistical 

analysis to the package. This is their field, so they run rampant if they 

see half the chance. Large vendors (who shall remain unnamed) have 

thus developed AMA modules, splicing options, weird and wonderful 

curve fitting techniques and breathtaking extrapolation software. Sadly, 

the base data does not allow the application of 99.9% of these 

techniques. We should demand better insight in processes, (changes to) 

risks within processes and information about (changes to) controls and 

such like. We should therefore ask for descriptive statistics before 

moving on to modelling.  

 

3. Reporting: The correct way to synthesise data 
An area that vendors and senior management are equally in love with 

that of dashboards. The vendors since it offers them a possibility to 

show what fancy displays they can create and senior management since 

it shows them a colourful and recognisable summary of the information 

This is what they were asking all along: pointers to the identified weak 

spots in processes, progress charts of roll out, and of course an 

overview of risks to the bank in a tri-coloured grid.  

As long as these dashboards stick to the raw data, they are merely 

another way of displaying data and there is nothing wrong with it. But 

the nature of software packages is that they cannot resist ‘adding value’ 

by also displaying summaries, roll-up data, implications for the next 

level or risk maps with impressive arrows from ‘inherent risk’ to 

‘residual risk’, as well as links across businesses and geographies. The 

trouble is that these pie charts and diagrams appear as sensible as the 

display of the raw data (a pie chart is a pie chart after all), but they are 

anything but. These aggregations etc usually do not stand up to 

scrutiny, which is something ORM must solve. We must find a way to 
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properly synthesise data to higher levels. Until that time, reporting 

should be on an atomic level and we should instruct our vendors 

accordingly.  

 

4. The ORM world: How do the areas of attention fits together? 

Time was when OpRisk was called ‘Other Risk’. That phase has 

thankfully passed, but the various areas of attention within ORM are 

still unconnected. Within ORM, it is common to see a split between 

core ORM (Loss data, RSAs, KRIs etc) and IT security, business 

continuity management, handling of legal risks etc, to the extent that 

the governance, the base data, the analysis and the reporting in these 

areas follow their own paths and are not integrated.  

Gathering and presenting ORM data will benefit tremendously is these 

areas can all be brought under one umbrella. Since banks have an 

increased need for Integrated or Enterprise wide risk management, the 

least ORM should do is to unify its own data. That can be done by 

focusing on the common factor that underlies all ORM activities, 

namely though a combination of processes, products and organisational 

structure.  

These three dimensions (or four is we include geography) must be 

applied uniformly across all ORM tools and programmes, using a singe 

reference list for each if we are ever going to see integrated ORM data 

collection, analysis and reporting. 

 

Concluding remarks 
So is the poor systems support for operational risk all ORM’s fault? Not 

quite. Many software vendors have also taken a shortcut by building on 

their existing software platforms for, say, the audit world or some 

statistical notion of risk management. They cannot really be blamed for 

that, but they can be blamed for the lack of imagination shown since. 

The ORM software for 2010 and beyond needs to do a lot more than 

that of 2009 and before. 
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Before chastising the vendors for not building what ORM needs, the 

call to action for ORM is to have something concrete, consistent and 

coherent to put in front of the vendors. Unless and until that happens, 

ORM software will remain the poor cousin of the risk family.  
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A recent regulatory consultative paper provides a welcome boost for 

Operational Risk Management. Although it focuses attention on issues 

that are known, it does provide additional guidance on how to deal with 

those issues. Some of this additional guidance could have far reaching 

consequences for banks and shows how regulatory thinking is 

changing. It therefore needs to be studied by all banks.  

15. A Regulatory Take on ORM in 2010  

On 21 December 2009, the Committee of European Banking 

Supervisors issued a consultative paper regarding the management of 

OpRisk in trading activities
21

. The paper is largely a reaction to the 

2008 fraud at Société Générale, and is meant to provide more 

detailed guidance on the OpRisk. As stated in the preamble: “The 

objective of the paper is to complement the framework of high-level 

guidelines with more specific principles and implementation 

measures for the identification, assessment, control and monitoring 

of operational risks in market-related activities”. The paper discusses 

17 principles in detail. In this newsletter, we will focus on four of the 

most striking aspects that we expect will impact the OpRisk practice 

in most banks
22

. 

 

1. The composition of governance bodies 
The composition of OpRisk committees is one of those areas where 

the OpRisk philosophy meets reality. Although the top level 

management is responsible for OpRisk, in reality this will be 

delegated to committees. It is commonly assumed to be a line 

management responsibility, sometimes with the main focus on the 

front office, The paper takes a clear standpoint when it states that in 

all bodies that deal with identifying, assessing, controlling and 

monitoring operational risk, ”members of the ‘control functions’ 

                                                 
21 CEBS Consultation Paper 35 “Consultation paper on the management of 

operational risks in market-related activities” can be found at:  

http://www.c-ebs.org/documents/Publications/Consultation-

papers/2009/CP35/CP35.aspx 
22 The remaining principles are mostly captured under sound business practices.  
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should be pivotal”. The term ‘control functions’ is further specified 

as ”functions in charge of supporting, verifying and monitoring 

transactions (e.g. back office, middle office, finance, risk 

management, compliance and internal audit.)” 

 

This is an important point, since it spells out that these control 

functions, either through the sheer number of their representatives or 

due to the kind of their roles within the committee should be able to 

effectively challenge the activities undertaken by the front office. 

Not all institutions have reached that level yet.  

 

2. The risk culture in front offices 

It is encouraging to see regulators addressing culture explicitly, as 

CEBS does in principle 2: “The management body should promote a 

front office culture designed to mitigate operational risks [...]” What is 

less encouraging, even disappointing, is that the further detailing is 

restricted to a code of conduct, a policy for leave-taking and the strict 

monitoring of staff movements between front-, middle- and back-office.  

 

The problem here is that Enron had the most elaborate ethical 

standards, on paper. Unfortunately, that does not even begin to address 

the actual culture at the firm.  

I have recently come across a case where, although leave taking was in 

the policy, a staff member had been coming in daily, even during his 

time off. Such dedication, was the general attitude. Again, the policy 

does not affect the culture which is in situ.  

 

What is needed is time and effort spent on instilling an appropriate 

culture, starting with a policy for sure, but not stopping there.  

 

3. Know your business 
Managing a business with insufficient knowledge is a non starter, and it 

should go without saying that the same is true for the control functions 

in those activities. This last point has, however, sometimes been lost on 

the risk profession. Not only do the people in risk management need to 
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be well versed in risk management, they must also know the business 

they are involved with inside out. For OpRisk especially, this 

requirement is essential. Unfortunately, OpRisk often needs to oversee 

vast areas with very limited resources.  

 

The requirement as stated in the paper, for the ” […] control 

functions to have appropriate understanding, skill, authority and 

incentive to provide effective challenge to traders’ activities” is 

therefore to be welcomed. In the further detail, one may question the 

proposed approach to consider “[…] the possibility of introducing 

incentive mechanisms at the level of the control functions to ensure 

that the oversight of traders’ activities is promoted and rewarded.” 

The debate about incentive mechanisms is far from over but we can 

surmise that it has proven to be counterproductive in some cases and 

cumbersome in all cases. Caution is needed here.  

 

4. The level of OpRisk as a component in objectives setting 

Introducing OpRisk in performance measurement will breathe some life 

into the quantification of risk exposure. It is a necessary step for 

OpRisk to take, although the tolerance levels, the risk culture and 

maximum levels of acceptable risk exposure are all concepts that still 

await rigorous treatment. But since that is a necessary step for ORM to 

take, we should welcome this endorsement and make use of it in 

communications to senior management. 
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Concluding remarks 
The consultative paper is an important document that should be 

discussed at all financial institutions. Not least since the implementation 

date is set at 31 December 2010. It is a welcome development in the 

regulatory approach to OpRisk to see continued refinement in 

approaches and techniques. The high level principles in OpRisk were, 

so far, too loosely defined to wield much power. This CEBS paper 

provides another chance for OpRisk to assert itself. The next step is for 

the risk discipline to further operationalise and implement these 

requirements in their own institutions.  
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The banking industry, the perception of the banking industry and the 

expectations of the banking industry are under scrutiny and are 

developing fast. The banking process is set for significant changes in its 

product range, its operation and its governance. By using some 

borrowed tools to accommodate ‘changing the bank’ alongside the 

traditional tools designed to ‘run the bank’, the risk management 

function can play an active role to accommodate the change process 

and build a better bank.  

16. Run the Bank versus Change the Bank  

How is this for a platitude: ‘Risk management is at the core of the 

banking process’. It may indeed appear to be a solid home truth and 

yet, there is a profound change in what is expected of risk 

management today compared to, say, ten years ago, or even two 

years ago. Part of that can be explained by the change in banking per 

se. As banks are coming under increased scrutiny, and the age of 

unbridled product development is now history, so the role of risk 

management has shifted from purely facilitating growth to ever 

stricter rule making and more intense monitoring.  

 

How risk management adapts 
Risk management is adapting to this new role by expanding its staff, 

tightening procedures, re-examining models and adjusting 

parameters. Note that all these activities take place under the premise 

of banking as a going concern. It is best summarised by the 

sentiment that “to run the bank, we need to be extra careful in these 

times, and risk management must be vigilant in pursuing what it has 

been doing all along”. That sounds sensible enough. 

 

At the same time, risk management is adapting to its new role in 

another way: by finding new areas of interest, different techniques 

and new roles and responsibilities. This is mainly the result of the 

fact that banks are going through a phase of profound change. They 

need to re-examine their scope, product range, market strategies, 

customer base, international presence, time horizon, stakeholder 

interests etc. All these aspects are likely to lead to a long term change 
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programme, whereby many, if not all, banking processes will be 

revisited and repositioned. Think of it as a complete strategic re-

orientation of nearly all banks. It is in that strategic re-orientation 

that risk management can and should play a major role. And it is for 

that role to ‘change the bank’ that risk management needs an 

additional set of tools and practices, apart from that needed to ‘run 

the bank’.  

 

Consequences of ‘changing the bank’ 

Significant changes to complex organisations (like the restructuring 

taking place in many banks) are characterised by three aspects that 

make it completely different from business as usual (BAU) and 

piecemeal changes:  

 

• A very long time horizon (several years being no exception); 

• Implications that go well beyond the traditional silos 

(sometimes the silos are re-distributed over new units) and  

• Overall increases in uncertainty (in all aspects of the banking 

process).  

 

As a result, many of the assumptions that risk managers routinely 

make are severely affected and sometimes even completely 

invalidated when the bank is going through such restructuring. 

 

Risk Management. Tools to ‘change the bank’ 

Significant change is cannot be successful without an overall long 

term plan, many additional detailed short terms plans, even smaller 

work packages, clearly enunciated roles and responsibilities during 

the changeover period, careful weighing of costs, benefits, risks and 

uncertainties, plus the active managed thereof, regular progress 

monitoring, feedback to stakeholders and the ability to adjust each of 

these elements as circumstances change.  

I could have saved a paragraph there by saying: significant change 

cannot be successful without proper project management. Thus, the 

risk management tools to ‘change the bank’ come from the project 
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manager’s toolbox. From that toolbox, let’s take three key tools and 

their application for risk management: 

 
Project 

Management tools 

As used by Risk 

Management 

Explanation 

A) Defining work 

packages 

Maintain a Matrix of 

pre-defined risk 

categories against 

actual work-packages 

A work package is collection 

of tasks that are completed 

in 2 to 3 months. The 

complexity of the work 

requires a regular re-

assessment of the risks 

identified in this Matrix (at 

least bi-monthly) 

B) Performing 

critical path 

analysis 

Confront the Matrix 

with resources 

available to manage the 

risks. Discuss in the 

steering committee. 

During transition, the 

management of risks can not 

be assumed to be covered by 

a one time assignment. 

Processes, people and 

systems will shift as a result 

of the transformation and 

hence, the Matrix must be 

re-aligned with the resources 

available to manage the risks  

C) Instituting 

formal change 

management 

Enforce that changes to 

the Matrix trigger 

discussions in the 

steering committee. 

Any significant change 

programme will go through 

many small (and not so 

small) redefinitions of goals, 

work packages, time lines, 

resources and dependencies.  
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Concluding remarks 
By explicitly acknowledging these tools (confronting each work 

package to pre-identified risks in a Matrix, performing critical path 

analysis with respect to risk in the Matrix and instituting formal Change 

Management), risk management can move beyond BAU. And in 

situations where the bank is in re-design, it is even imperative to move 

beyond BAU. Thus, it makes sense for risk management to develop a 

set of tools to suit these circumstances. 
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Many banks are trying to re-invent themselves. They embark on major 

transition programmes, from complete re-engineering of their IT 

environment to re-orientation on clients, products or processes down to 

marketing make-overs or sometimes a heady mix of all of the above. 

The underlying culture in the bank, however, which is notoriously hard 

to change, is likely to get in the way of effective implementation. 

Worse still, failing to address the culture of the bank will leave it right 

where it stated out from: having a culture which ultimately requires 

large overhauls.  

17. How Transformations Succeed, or Fail (Part 1)  
You may have noticed a trend in the public image banks are trying to 

display. The image pairs an admission that repairs are needed to a 

brazen show of confidence that these repairs are now well under way 

and all is well again, or will soon be well again. Apart from the 

marketing need to emphasise the positive, this confidence is also 

based on the scale of the resources thrown at the overhaul some 

banks are implementing. Substantial resources are indeed put aside to 

rationalise, upgrade, re-assess and streamline the banking process. 

Among the group of banks going through this process, it is 

worthwhile to single out those that are not merely implementing a 

few changes here and there, but that are running complete 

transformation programmes that aim to redesign the entire bank.  

 

Transformation and old habits 

Transformation processes have their own (project)risks, but that is 

not the topic here. The topic here is that in transformation projects, 

we not only wheel in new products, procedures and equipment, we 

also expect the employees to behave differently. This is an extremely 

fragile part of the transformation, the weakest link so to say. Often, 

HR is (marginally) involved in these transformation processes, to 

ensure proper staffing, training and re-positioning of staff. But again, 

that is not the issue here. The issue is the existing working habits, the 

time-honoured way of doing things, of getting by using sub-standard 

methods or cutting corners which the bank will be seeking to 

overhaul. 
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It is important to recognise that these ‘old habits’ are very persistent. 

And that there are reasons these habits emerged, namely because 

they worked fine in the given setting. Habits like: making ad-hoc 

loan decisions (in lieu of a formalised credit process); patching up IT 

infrastructure (but only after it has failed) without any planning, 

oversight or documentation; or failing to investigate client or product 

profitability (especially when the bank as a whole is making a profit, 

so ‘there is no need for such breakdowns’). In short: a fundamental 

acceptance of shoddy standards. And note that there are people who 

will thrive in such circumstances.  

 

During the transformation, which will often take a few years to 

complete, these habits are not likely to change even if (part of) the 

setting does. In fact, it will remain prudent and ‘natural’ for many 

individuals to hang on to these habits. And note that ultimately it is 

these habits which have lead the bank into the situation where 

transformation became necessary in the first place. That is why 

specific attention must be given to these behavioural habits if the 

transformation is to become part of a new way of working. 

 

Transformation and Culture 
This is where the culture in the bank comes into play. In operational 

risk management, considerable effort is routinely spent to raise 

awareness regarding the risk culture in the unit and the risk in one’s 

own environment. The prevailing culture that permeates working 

habits is then typically shown to play a large part in both the 

resulting risk exposure and the capability of the bank to influence 

this exposure.  

 

The next step is to operationalise this awareness. This is painful since 

it is time consuming and unlikely to lead to quick wins, which makes 

it unpopular with senior management. Rather, these are ‘slow wins’, 

slow but crucial for large transformation projects. These are the steps 

to undertake:  
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1. Group: Identify each group in the bank that will be affected by 

the transformation. (In extreme cases, this may be the entire 

bank). The groups themselves must consist of people who form a 

work unit, who e.g. share a common task / process / product or 

location. 

2. Engage: Engage each group in discussions about the reason for 

and the purpose and result of the transformation. And relate it to 

the existing culture in the bank. 

3. Personalise. Assist the group in working out it’s own 

involvement in the transformation. Establish what are seen as 

enablers for and what are obstacles to success. Make it personal 

for the group by explicitly giving them a role in the project.  

4. Feedback: The involvement agreed in step 3 must be followed 

through with regular feedback moments to the group. Feedback 

must include an update on the bank’s culture.  

5. Rerun: Return to step 3 after 1 year. Transformation projects 

take time, typically 3 to 5 years, so a re-alignment must be 

executed after some time to keep the information fresh.  

  

So is this time consuming? Yes. Is this just a lot of bureaucracy? If it 

is perceived as such, do not even attempt a transformation project: it 

will surely fail. But the trick is that it does not need to be 

cumbersome or bureaucratic. In fact, spending even 2 days per year 

per group on this will create buy-in, awareness, understanding and 

cooperation. A sound project management approach, which is 

another key success factor in transformation projects, should be 

capable of managing the process and the actions that come from 

these exercises.  
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Conclusion:  
It takes more than good policies, elaborate procedures the latest 

technology and ‘best practices’ to transform a bank. By paying at 

least equal attention to the culture that resulted in the bank requiring 

drastic change in the first place, we can avoid ending up in the same 

situation five years down the line.  
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Last months’ newsletter on transformations lead to a significant 

number of reactions. A common thread in these reactions concerned 

the topic of how to ensure ownership of the transformation, how to 

engage different groups and how to motivate staff in the face of 

contradictory expectations. This newsletter takes a leaf from general 

risk management which also has had to deal with similar issues of 

motivation and ownership amidst contradictory expectations. The 

way out has been proven to consist of a clear set of first principles 

and two simple behavioural rules: acknowledging the complexity of 

contradictory expectations and avoiding all pretence. 

18. How Transformations Succeed, or Fail (Part 2) 
Risk management is a complex discipline. Some people believe that 

the mathematics, the modelling and the jargon account for the 

complexity, but that is not so. Other banking disciplines use equally 

mystifying jargon and have equally abstruse models and 

mathematics. They are, however, simple in their principal objective: 

to grasp market share, to grow the business, to make bigger profits or 

to provide great service. This drives all their decisions and actions. 

The real complexity in risk management stems from the fact that it 

lacks such a one-dimensional principle to work from. It is supposed 

to be a business enabler but at the same time must identify weak 

spots; it should both assist in correctly pricing products in everyday 

circumstances as well as account for extreme situations; it must act 

as an independent function as well as gain full acceptance in the 

business. These objectives are at odds with each other. This the 

dualism lies at the heart of the complexity of risk management. It is 

the complexity of contradictory expectations. 

 

Dealing with complexity 

The way risk management has dealt with these contradictory 

expectations has varied over the years. Broadly speaking, it has 

evolved from a purely serving role at the outset to an analysis unit in 

its own right and from there onwards became ever more subsumed 

into the business line; up until the recent credit crisis. Since then, risk 

management is re-establishing itself as a semi-independent unit, with 
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many risk managers even wary of the word ‘semi’. To stay focused 

through such changes and to find a proper position in the post credit-

crisis world (in other words, to transform) what was needed was a 

crystal clear concept of first principles of the discipline. Many 

focused risk functions who had this notion sailed though just fine. 

Some risk functions, however, struggled to find their place again 

after the storm. Notably the new fangled risk types, such as 

Enterprise Risk or Operational Risk, suffered from such lack of 

foundation. Contrary to what might be expected, namely that as new 

disciplines they would be best positioned to grasp new 

developments, their role became marginalised in many firms during 

and after the crisis. These risk disciplines lacked a clear set of first 

principles and thus were not in a position to fall back on them when 

they had to deal with change and conflicting expectations.  

 

The link to transformation programmes 
Transformation programmes usually exhibit a large set of 

contradictory expectations and often have a weak foundation. People 

are expected to adopt all sorts of new procedures, organisational 

structures or support systems and somehow embrace a new set of 

behaviours. An example may help here: e.g. the decision to adopt a 

strict market segmentation approach for retail banking instead of ad-

hoc sales, in due course supported by a new organisation, roles, 

systems support and rules to guide the process. That new set of 

behaviours, required for the new setting, however, is likely to be sub-

optimal in the existing environment where no rules have yet been set, 

no market data is available yet, adequate support not available and 

most of all, where clients have come to expect, and continue to 

expect, a purely personal approach. So at the same time, there is a 

constant pull to stick to existing habits to meet current expectations. 

Such contradictory expectations are the real complexity of 

transformation programmes and a major obstacle to full ownership, 

engagement, and motivation. 
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Ownership, engagement and motivation 
In order to ‘sell’ transformation programmes, it is common to mix 

upbeat marketing stories with stern warnings for non-cooperation to 

get keep the process moving. Both sentiments are often coupled with 

the pretence
23

 that the change is fully determined, the outcome 

beneficial for all and that full participation is enforceable. This 

pretence is a serious obstacle to sincere engagement. It effectively 

cuts off the transformation programme from major issues facing the 

day-to-day business. Substituting these pretences with an explicit 

acknowledgment of the complexity of the change and the 

contradictory expectations during the transformation is a much more 

fruitful way to achieve general ownership, active engagement and 

motivated staff. Such acknowledgement is, of course, not enough: it 

needs to be coupled with an adequate set of first principles from 

which to derive appropriate actions.  

 

The need for first principles 

These first principles should allow a short cut out of the 

contradictory expectations facing the day-to-day business. Going 

back to our example of introducing strict market segmentation for 

retail banking, such first principles for the sales force could be:  

� The standard rates are now fixed, the standard product list is 

now leading.  

� The rates will be reset periodically, the product list will 

continue to be developed.  

� Rate requests which are at variance with the developed 

standards are rejected.  

� Product requests which are at variance with the developed 

standards are brought to the attention of the project team for 

consideration, and the client is kept informed. 

 

                                                 
23 Such pretence by management is infectious and invites reciprocal behaviour. As 

per the stale joke told of the communist work ethic: ‘We pretend to work, and they 

pretend to pay us’. Here the equivalent would be: ‘They pretend the transformation 

is a success, and we pretend to carry it out.’  
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Conclusion 

Ensuring ownership of the transformation, engaging different groups 

and motivating staff in the face of contradictory expectations all start 

with the explicit acknowledgment of the complexity - i.e., the 

contradictory expectations - inherent in the change. It can be 

overcome by stipulating a clear set of first principles, with which to 

tackle day-to-day issues. Any pretence that the transformation will 

deliver its benefits prior to completion is harmful and should be 

avoided at all costs.  
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The risks in Operational Risk management are manifold, ranging 

from theft to mistakes and from faulty product design to poorly 

motivated staff. When we define and classify risks, there are two 

objectives: we want to avoid double counting and we do not want to 

miss important risks. This is sometimes called making risks MECE. 

“MECE” is an acronym meaning “Mutually Exclusive and 

Comprehensively Exhaustive. This memo gives some guidelines 

developed by GRAS to help create a MECE set of risks from a given 

generic list of risks that may not be MECE. 

19. Making Risks MECE  
Operational Risks come in many different guises. Exaggerating only 

a bit, the lists of risks sometimes resembles the famous opening line 

in Borges’ well known taxonomy for animals
24

. That consists of 14 

classes of animal, divided into: Those that belong to the Emperor; 

Embalmed ones; Those that are trained; Suckling pigs; Mermaids; 

Fabulous ones; Stray dogs; Those included in the present 

classification; Those that tremble as if they were mad; Innumerable 

ones; Those drawn with a very fine camelhair brush; Others; Those 

that have just broken a flower vase; Those that from a long way off 

look like flies.” This newsletter proposes a method to ensure that the 

list of operational risks do not end up resembling this list of animals. 

Characteristics of risks  
By definition, a risk is the existence of the probability that an event 

occurs. Since the number of possible events is limitless, the number 

of risks is vast. To keep the number of risks in scope manageable we 

group or categorise risks that share particular characteristics. The 

Basel II framework has classed events
25

 in seven categories. These 

                                                 
24 "The Analytical Language of John Wilkins”, by Luis Borges , 1942. The list 
is supposedly taken from “the Chinese encyclopedia Celestial Emporium of 

Benevolent Knowledge.  
25 Note that the Basel II documents classify Events, not Risks. There is an important 

difference. Since, by definition, events have actually occurred and are therefore 

observable they can be analysed with much more rigour than risks, which, as 

probabilities of events, are mere abstractions. 
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categories are often useful, but they are not the best example of a 

MECE system
26

. Because it is useful to have a common 

classification, we shall continue to map risks to the Basel event 

categories for grouping purposes, but we will also add a three 

dimensional model to ensure that our risks are nevertheless MECE.  

 

The three dimensions are:  

 

� Process (fixed) 

� Cause (variable) 

� Setting (variable) 

 

One of these dimensions is fixed, i.e. we know all its possible values. 

Two are fundamentally variable, meaning that we can never 

enumerate all possible values.  

 

The process dimension 

For the process dimension, it is worthwhile to create specific risks 

for each one, i.e. for each process. Consider a generic risk, such as 

“The risk of processing errors”. While this risk exists in all processes 

in the bank, it adds little value. For specific processes, e.g. client 

account opening, however, we can be less generic and describe the 

risk as “The risk of incorrect recording the client’s full address”. 

That is a more meaningful risk, since it provides pointers where to 

look for it, and also what to do about it. So to make our library of 

risks MECE, we should create specific risks for each banking 

process.  

 

The cause dimension 

A cause is defined as a prevailing circumstance that increases the 

probability of an event, in other words, that increases risk. Any risk 

will have a range of causes, each of which increases the probability 

of that risk occurring. These causes are the best starting point 

                                                 
26 The Basel II classification is not of the same class as Borges’ example, but it is 

certainly not MECE. 
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regarding what to do about the risk, how to tackle it. To make the 

risks MECE, we need to acknowledge that if the causes that lead to 

the risk are similar, then the actions taken to mitigate the risks will 

also be similar and therefore the risks can be grouped without loss of 

information.  

 

The setting dimension 

Apart from causes, which increase the probability of an event, 

countless other circumstances define the risk profile. That could be 

geographic location, product range, IT infrastructure etc. Even if a 

bank has a single process, there may, e.g., be differences in IT 

infrastructure between countries. That may lead to different specific 

risks, although the generic risk can still be the same. It is worthwhile 

to be specific in these cases. These sets of circumstances we call 

settings.  

 

How to make it MECE 

Making the library of risks MECE, we want to expand it where 

necessary, to reach comprehensive coverage. We also want to limit it 

where we can, to ensure mutual exclusivity. To do this, we take two 

big steps. First we expand the list of risks by recognizing that 

different processes in different settings lead to different risks. Next, 

we need to ensure that risks are specific. If we cannot make the risk 

specific to the process/setting, we have no need for it.  

 

Finally, we examine the list for duplication by looking at the causes. 

Similar causes call for similar remedies, and hence from a risk 

management perspective, these risks are the same.  

 

There are nine steps in the process, outlined in the diagram below: 
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1. Collect lists of (generic) risks

5. Map the risks to all processes / settings

6. If one risk points to multiple processes / settings, 

refine the risk to make it specific to this process / 

setting

7. If the risk can not be made specific consider 

eliminating that process/setting

8. List the causes for each risk

9. If two risks within a process share (nearly) all 

causes, eliminate the risk

3. List the different settings for each process

Starting position

Focus on  

coverage

Focus     on       

minimising

duplication

4. Raise a duplicate process for each significant setting

2. List all processes

 
 

1. Collect lists of (generic) risks 

To make our risks MECE, we need to have a starting point. Many 

banks use the Basel event categories as a starting point. To make 

sure that the risks in our library are not too broad, it is worthwhile to 

dig deeper than the first level (Internal Fraud, External Fraud, Clients 

Products & Business Practices etc) and to go to the third level or 

even the level of examples.  

 

2. List all processes 
All the bank’s processes are prone to operational risk, and we should 

be specific about which risk is present in which process. Note that 

the level of detail of the processes needs to be reasonable. For our 

purpose of ensuring MECE risks for the bank, a rule of thumb is that 

a division, say retail or wholesale or asset management, will have 

more than 10, but typically significantly less than 100 identified 

processes, often not more than 50. Ideally, these should be mapped 
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out, used and maintained, but not all banks manage the last two 

steps. 

 

3. List the different settings for each process  
Not all processes are implemented in exactly the same environment. 

Geographies, Legal environments, start up countries versus home 

countries etcetera, are environments that will impact the risk profile, 

Sometimes, the processes in these environments are captured under a 

single process description. For risk purposes, we want to differentiate 

between processes that are carried out in different settings if the 

different setting can have consequences for the actual risk.  

  

4. Raise a duplicate process for each significant setting  
Here, we need to make a clear judgment call. If the setting is such 

that it can be expected to alter the risk, then we raise a duplicate 

process for that setting. Thus, if “Account opening” has a different 

risk profile in rural settings than in non-rural settings, we duplicate 

the “Account opening” process into “Account opening: Rural 

setting” and “Account opening: Non-rural setting”.  

 

5. Map the risks to all processes / settings  
We map the risks from step 1 to the expanded process / setting list of 

step 4. Note that not all risks will be relevant to all process / setting 

combinations, so risks will not be distributed evenly. If the risks have 

the level of generality of the first level Basel II event categories, 

most risks are likely to be mapped to all process / settings 

combinations. The more specific the risks have been defined in step 

1, the more sparse the mapping will be and differences emerge 

among the process / setting combinations.  

 

6. If one risk points to multiple processes/settings, refine the risk 

to make it specific to this process/setting  

To ensure that the risk description is meaningful to the process 

owners, and are not simply stating “Risk of Internal Fraud” we need 

to be specific about what kind of internal fraud we mean. So in the 
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case of client account opening for rural branches, it could be: “The 

risk of wilful misrepresentation upon account opening where the 

client has no passport or ID card but relies on referees”. 

 

7. If the risk cannot be made specific consider eliminating that 

process/setting  
Sometimes, a risk cannot be made specific to a process / setting. If 

that is the case, it can suggest that this risk is actually not relevant 

here. If the risk is described at an abstract level (e.g. level 1) and 

cannot be made specific, we can delete it from the list. 

 

8. List the causes for each risk  

Now that we have a list of risks, we add the causes. Causes are 

prevailing circumstances that increase the probability of an event. By 

listing the causes, we define what are the underlying reasons this risk 

exists. It is important to be thorough and detailed in the cause listing. 

We start by asking “why does this risk exist?”. Then for every 

answer, we again ask “why does this cause exist” until we have 

reached a granular level, and no further ‘why’ questions are 

meaningful. 

 

 

 

9. If two risks within a process share (nearly) all causes, group 

the risk  
Risks in the same process / setting with identical causes should be 

grouped under a single heading. If there is no difference in the 

causes, then there is no difference in the potential actions to take. 

The risks are better treated under one name and we can group the 

risks accordingly.  

After these 9 steps, the list of risk should be both mutually exclusive 

(in the sense that they are specific and refer to defined processes / 

settings with unique sets of causes) as well as comprehensively 

exhaustive (in the sense that they cover all process / setting 

combinations). 
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Conclusion 

Making risks MECE is expectations is a worthwhile exercise, 

eliminating double counting and still ensuring broad coverage. It is 

also no too hard if we follow the simple 9 step process.  
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Risk has been measured using ever more complex mathematical and 

statistical methods. While these may be well suited for market risk or 

credit risk, other risk types do not lend themselves to such treatment. 

There are, however, simple ways to develop and use risk ratings for 

any type of risk, even for the hard ones like reputational risk, 

operational risk or business risk. These concepts are now in use in 

several institutions and are generally more successful than the 

attempts to force these risk types into the straightjacket of higher 

mathematics. It is argued that ratings (and more specifically the 

rating models) are not just nice to have, but are also necessary to 

develop those scenario’s that the risk community expects so much 

from. 

20. Making and Using Ratings for All Risks  

Rating agencies have become suspect partners in the eyes of many. 

Part of this is due to the blind faith that people had in their findings, 

not in the usefulness of ratings per se. Evidence of this is that the 

opposite sentiment, namely to do away with ratings, makes no sense 

at all. Rather, ratings and rating models just need to be used sensibly. 

If we acknowledge the characteristics of ratings, they can be used 

most profitably in areas where more sophisticated modelling is not 

available.  

 

Black and white ratings  

For all the bad press ratings get, they are still ubiquitous. Everything 

under sun seems to get a rating. Not only do investment products or 

credit card applications get rated, but so do restaurants, hotels, wine, 

movies, ability to play chess, and best companies to work for. The 

reason is obvious: ratings are very simple to interpret. A pleasant 

property is that rates are relative measures, on a scale that does not 

need to be quantitative. We know that a restaurant with two Michelin 

stars restaurant is superior to a restaurant with one, although the 

intrinsic value of the stars is undetermined. Many ratings are 

presented to us as a ‘black box’. We have no idea what raw data that 

goes into the formula, or even what the formula itself is. Sometimes, 
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as in the case of Michelin stars, we do not even know what the 

output represents.  

 

The ratings that come in a ‘white box’ (i.e. where we get to see the 

model, what data goes into it and what the formula itself is) are 

extremely useful for risk management purposes. Given this extra 

information, rates are also simple to apply. By applying, I do not 

mean the blind following of the outcome of the rating (as with the 

Michelin stars or the rating agency’s rating for CDOs), but quite the 

reverse, using the rating model as a starting point for an analysis of 

risk. 

 

Creating a simple rating 
What makes a rating so attractive for those hard-to-measure risks, is 

that a rating scale can be created using diverse, non-linear, even 

qualitative data. Creating a rating model is an art and after creating a 

rating mechanism, it will needs frequent refinement. The creation 

starts by defining the rating scale. Surprisingly, it does not really 

matter what scale we use at this stage. We can assign stars, numbers, 

colours, high-medium-low, purposefully obfuscating scales such as 

ranges from AAA to F, or anything else that takes our fancy. This 

feature makes it extremely useful for hard-to measure risks
27

; we do 

not need to worry about the dimension of our risk.  

 

Once we have selected a scale (e.g. high-medium-low) for the 

dependent variable (say the amount of business risk), the next step is 

to gather data on a number of independent variables that are assumed 

to correlate with the degree of business risk. Note that there does not 

need to be a causal relation, it is enough that the data we gather is 

strongly correlated with the risk we wish to rate. 

 

                                                 
27 Note that the main rating agencies also use a fanciful combination of letters and 

symbols to rate a supposedly highly quantitative measure, namely credit risk. It 

implies that credit risk is in fact also a hard to quantify concept. 
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Note that these independent variables are typically much easier to 

quantify. In this case, e.g., historic wholesale prices, number of direct 

competitors in the area, levels of unemployment etc. Each of these 

variables can be associated with the level of business risk. A very 

simple way to do this would be to compute the simple correlation 

coefficient for each variable. The combination of all simple 

correlations can be used to narrowly determine the level of risk for 

any given combination. 

 

Using the rating model: Scenario’s and ‘expert models’ for 

everybody 
Rating models that have been constructed this way serve a range of 

purposes beyond the easy quantification. They also allow for a 

simple tool building, developing scenario’s and performing back 

tests. Still bypassing causality, we can build an engine that uses the 

basic observable data to compute the associated (unobserved) risk 

level. This can in turn be used as a starting point to create realistic 

scenario’s which may be extrapolated beyond the observed range of 

the original risks. This is a hard problem for risk managers: 

developing realistic yet extreme scenario’s that will get acceptance 

from the risk community: both within the firm and from the 

regulatory side. An acceptable rating model is a necessary 

requirement for answering both questions regarding scenario’s. The 

scenario’s can now be built to show how they differ from the 

observed relations and in what aspects they differ from the observed 

range of variables, irrespective of the chosen risk language.  

 

A second use of rating models is as everyman’s expert model. The 

simple correlations allow for decision trees that can be used without 

any special knowledge
28

. These should be used in training settings 

                                                 
28 Two excellent examples can be found at the website of the US Financial Industry 

Regulatory Authority FINRA. There, the simple characteristics of frauds have been 

turned into a so-called ‘scam-meter’ and a ‘risk-meter’ showing the general public 

whether they are likely to be tricked into an investment and what risk they run of 

being conned: 
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for bank managers and boards about risk. It can help in 

understanding the risk and for discovering causality (or lack of it) for 

experts and non-experts.  

 

Conclusion 

Developing a white box rating model is one way to revive moribund 

risk disciplines. The good news is that it is feasible, it can be 

achieved cheaply as well as fast and has many uses. 

                                                                                                        
http://apps.finra.org/meters/1/scammeter.aspx and 

http://apps.finra.org/meters/1/riskmeter.aspx 
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Measuring risk is a risky business. The analysis rests on a host of 

assumptions, each of which can invalidate model outcomes and lead 

to the wrong decisions. For some risk types, such as operational risk 

and enterprise risk, it would appear that modelling is even beyond 

hope since there are an infinite number of interfering factors. A 

solution could be to step away from the attempt to create a 

probabilistic model, and to adopt a radical scenario approach. A 

recent publication discussing black and blank swans appears to 

support this notion.  

21. Interesting Swans are Blank – Not Black  

Risk managers in general, and operational risk managers in 

particular, are under scrutiny. What exactly do they contribute to the 

profitability, stability and well being of the bank and its 

stakeholders? Newspapers and the general public note that risk 

management was in place, and still major events happened. In some 

quarters, risk management is even blamed for the problems in 

today’s banking. It is argued that risk management created a false 

sense of security. 

 

A popular book that supports this view is The Black Swan by N. 

Taleb. He won applause by his insistence that unimaginable events
29

 

might have devastating consequences and that all attempts to harness 

such events in a model are futile at best and harmful when given too 

much credit. The book offered little comfort to risk managers, who 

were basically urged to simply give up.  

 

Now, Elie Ayache has published a book, The Blank Swan, that takes 

up the challenge of providing an alternate approach. One that does 

                                                 
29 He mistakenly calls these events ‘highly improbable’, which undermines his entire 

thesis. If they are merely highly improbable, it would imply that a small but realistic 

probability can be associated with the event and that an underlying model exists and 

can be known. Taleb is often confused by his own ideas. 
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not rely on probabilities to discuss uncertainty
30

. There are 

interesting lessons for risk managers in his approach. 

 

Doing business is not risky, it is uncertain 
In ‘normal’ circumstance, risk managers are good at predicting and 

pricing, e.g., credit card losses. Predicting and pricing losses for 

more complex products, e.g. CDOs or CDSs, is harder, and once the 

normal circumstances no longer apply, becomes a joke. The word 

normal is of course the culprit here. In technical terms, we can 

substitute normal with statistically well behaved. Once that 

assumption is dropped, risk managers are typically helpless. And as 

we should know by now, business is seldom statistically well 

behaved. 

 

The central idea in The Blank Swan is that to understand business, 

probability is often a misleading notion. Traditional risk 

management, using notions of probability, assumes an enumerable 

universe of possible outcomes. Reality is very different. Uncertainty 

is inherent in doing business. The kind of uncertainty that does not 

develop according to a limited number of pre-set paths, but what is 

sometimes called deep uncertainty
31

. Rather, business (and its 

associated risks) is much like the flow of history itself. In The Black 

Swan, Taleb despairs at the impossibility of knowing all the causes 

and associated probabilities and suggests to give up trying. In The 

Blank Swan, Ayache takes the next step and suggests to shift our 

focus to scenario analysis and the effects of various scenarios as the 

basis for analysis.  

 

 

                                                 
30 In fact, the book discusses the nature of derivative markets, but can be narrowed 

down to uncertainty. Be aware that the book is written for philosophers. It makes 

more references to Heidegger and Deleuze than to Black and Scholes.  
31 A clear explanation can be found in Frank Knight’s 1921 classic book Risk, 

Uncertainty and Profit. There, a distinction is made between Risk (where 

probabilities can be ascertained) and Uncertainty (where probabilities cannot be 

ascertained).  
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Shift towards scenario analysis 
This focus on effects is extremely useful for hard-to-quantify risks, 

such as operational risk and enterprise risk. In practice, this would be 

done as follows: 

 

A. Develop a set of scenarios  

Note that these scenarios are not expected to be exhaustive, 

mutually exclusive or even to be predictors. Thus, we should 

also resist the urge to assign probabilities to these scenarios. 

The best way to develop the scenarios is to agree on a focal 

point (e.g. the introduction of credit cards for dogs), to 

examine existing assumptions and beliefs coupled with a 

detailed analysis, such as SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and threats) or SEPT (social, economic, 

political, and technological trends).  

B. Examine the effects of the various scenarios on the risk 

environment in question, e.g. liquidity or counterparty risk. 

These effects should be quantified, but it is not useful to 

associate probabilities with the scenarios.  

C. A conservative view would take a sample of the more 

extreme scenarios as possible results and would base 

decisions based on the corresponding risk appetite. 

 

Here is a simple example of such output for the topic: The next thing 

in credit cards (CC) 

 

Scenario Assumptions Effects Impact 

on risk 

Risk 

appetite 

CC for 

dogs 

Tied to owner’s 

bank 

Many disputes, 

revised CC 

limits  

Loss of 

recourse 

Up to 100 

USD/m 

The 

holiday 

CC 

Valid for max 1 

month 

High costs, new 

client base 

Reduced 

loss 

profiles 

Up to 1,000 

USD/m 
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In this case, the risk appetite might accommodate the holiday credit 

card and reject credit card implants for dogs. Note that probabilities 

do not play a major role in this decision making process. 

 

Conclusion 

In a well known passage in Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises, an 

entrepreneur explains how he went bankrupt, namely “Gradually and 

then suddenly.” In a nutshell, this is the prediction problem facing all 

regulators, rating agencies, risk managers and business owners. The 

black swan which, by definition, radically changes contexts is 

beyond our ken. Refocusing on a blank swan, scenarios to be 

analysed, however, reduces the reliance on pure probabilistic models, 

and allows for a greater recognition of different environments and 

developments. 
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The recent banking crisis has put the spotlight on risk management in 

banks and especially on the way it is organised. In this newsletter, 

the role of the CRO is discussed in the light of the enhancements to 

the Basel II framework. The relation between the CEO and CRO in 

banks merits special attention since, in practice, that relation ranges 

from strict independence to being joined at the hip. Recent proposals 

have all pointed in the same direction of a more strict interpretation. 

22. CRO hang on to Your Hat  

Can a CEO also be the CRO
32

, as was recently suggested by Warren 

Buffett? Let’s see. Broadly speaking, there are three kinds of 

functions in a bank: business functions, their support functions, and 

independent control functions. The first two develop organically, 

depending on the client base, the geographic spread, the product 

range and market conditions that the bank operates in. To be sure, 

banks must have policies and procedures in place that stipulate the 

role and responsibilities within these functions, but the set up and 

governance is largely up to the bank.  

 

Typically, risk management, compliance, legal and audit are among 

the control functions singled out by regulators
 
for the third category, 

that of the independent control function. For audit and compliance 

this independence can be said to be rigorous since it covers all 

aspects of the work. Not only do they (or their committees) report 

directly to the board rather than to the executive, these functions are 

also independent of the business in their day-to-day operations. No 

business or support function tells audit staff what to do, and vice 

versa, audit staff in turn are not authorised to perform any 

operational duties for the organisation. Prior to the credit crisis, risk 

was gradually drifting away from that model of rigorous 

independence. Risk and business were becoming integrated. This has 

                                                 
32 Warren Buffet’s 2008 letter to shareholders dated January 27, 2009, page 18. The 

quote below relates to Buffett’s statement that as CEO of Berkshire Hathaway Inc., 

he himself is responsible for the monitoring of derivative contracts. 

http://www.berkshirehathaway.com/letters/2009ltr.pdf 
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now been reversed and risk management is regaining rigorous 

independence. 

 

But shouldn’t everybody be involved with risk management? 
Taking risk is what banks do, so it makes sense that risk management 

is spread around the bank. In that sense, every business owner or 

process owner is a risk manager. Nowhere has this notion gained 

greater acceptance than in operational risk, which has made universal 

risk ownership a central tenet. On the operational level, this does 

indeed make sense. In their day-to-day decision making, the bank 

expects everybody to be mindful of the risk/reward effects of that 

decision. 

 

In this view, an independent risk function is then mainly necessary to 

develop the methodologies for assessing risks, to ensure the correct 

application thereof by the business, to verify the use and reporting, 

and to assign the parameters in the risk applications. If we stretch 

this world view, the risk function sets the ground rules and the 

business then uses these best principles and methods to benefit its 

stakeholders. This is what must have been behind Warren Buffett’s 

thinking when he wrote: “….the CEO of any large financial 

organization must be the Chief Risk Officer as well” 

 

The need for independence 

There is much to applaud in the idea of a CEO who takes an active 

interest in managing risk. A particularly strong CEO with the right 

attitude can be an excellent safeguard. But there are good reasons 

why banks need an independent CRO and an independent risk 

function. The main reasons for that is that moral hazard, wilful 

ignorance, and contrived blindness are unavoidable when risk 

management and business line responsibilities are mixed - and that 

includes the CEO level. Of course, the perverse incentives provided 

by the bonus structure only makes these matters worse. In short, 

there is a need for a truly independent CRO and risk management 

function that is properly qualified and staffed and has the ability to 
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exercise objective judgment, regardless of business interests or 

executive structures. 

 

The regulator’s response 
The regulatory world has in fact been slow to pick up the strict 

independence requirement for risk management and CROs. As an 

example, neither the 2005 BIS paper on ‘Enhancing corporate 

governance for banking organisations’ nor the 2006 Basel II 

document even mention the role of the CRO. This situation changed 

dramatically after the 2008 financial crisis, when risk management in 

banks was rigorously reviewed. 

 

The most noticeable effect was in the March 2010 BIS paper on 

corporate governance
33

, superseding the 2005 one. It devotes four 

full paragraphs to the role and the position of the CRO, stating 

unequivocally: ‘…the CRO should also report and have direct access 

to the board and its risk committee without impediment’ and further 

that so-called “dual-hatting”
34

 must be avoided. This call for 

independent CROs is also reflected in the 2009 enhancements to the 

Basel II framework
35

, which now also explicitly mentions the CRO. 

Thus, both papers suggest that the CEO cannot also be the CRO, 

since that would be the ultimate dual hat. 

                                                 
33 Principles for enhancing corporate governance, Basel Committee on Banking 

Supervision, March 2010. On the role of the CRO, see paragraphs 69-72. The risk 

function is discussed in paragraphs 73-77. 

http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs168.pdf?noframes=1 
34 That is to say: “…the COO, CFO or other senior management should not also 

serve as the CRO”, ibid paragraph 69. 
35 Enhancements to the Basel II framework, Basel Committee on Banking 

Supervision, July 2009. On the role of the CRO and the risk management function, 

see paragraph 19. http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs157.pdf?noframes=1 
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Conclusion 
In a perfect world, the CEO and the CRO share identical goals. In 

practice, CEOs tend to lean towards advancing the institution, where 

CROs lean towards protecting it. The same can be said for the 

business in general versus the risk management function. There is 

thus great value in a truly independent CRO, with an independent 

risk management function. The latest proposals from the BIS fully 

support that notion. It is up to the CRO and the risk management 

function to show that they have understood and accepted this, and 

that they are ready to take on the roles and responsibilities that come 

with being a truly independent control function.  
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Banks are on their best behaviour. If you believe all the newspaper 

ink on risk management in banks, you would expect they are keen to 

announce their superior risk management capabilities from the 

rooftops. Reality is otherwise. Judging from a sample of sixteen 

publicly accessible bank websites, most of them bury the risk 

information deep down. Sometimes it can only be found by those 

eager enough to trawl through the annual report. Apparently, risk 

management is not seen as a marketing tool or of interest to the 

casual browser.  

23. Marketing Risk 
Banks are in the public eye and are putting on their most innocent 

face. If you believe all the statements on ‘culture change’, ‘improved 

risk focus’, and ‘prudential banking’, you would believe that risk 

rather than profit is on now the top priority for banks. But maybe 

these statements are not totally heartfelt. Let’s see how banks are 

positioning themselves by what they say about risk management on 

their own websites. The scope was a selection of sixteen large 
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banks
36

 that were examined for their web content regarding risk 

related issues. The analysis looks at three aspects: a) the distance to 

the risk pages, b) the path towards the risk pages and c) the content 

of the risk pages. 

 

a) The distance to risk pages 
Lets start with a simple statistic for “the risk distance”. It is 

calculated by the number of clicks you need to make before you hit a 

page that tells you something meaningful about the risk management 

of the bank. Zero would mean the opening page discusses risk, zero 

would mean that the home page talks about risk, a score of three 

would imply three successive clicks, i.e. three steps from the home 

page. Here are the results for all sixteen banks and split by home 

base of the bank involved (i.e. nine European, two Australian and 

five US-Canadian banks) 

 

It takes a minimum of two steps to reach a meaningful page on risk 

management and a maximum of six. On average, it works out as 4.25 

clicks, which is a rather disappointing result. The geographical 

distribution shows that the two Australian based banks require three 

of four steps, giving the lowest average of 3.5 steps. The EU-based 

banks require slightly more, namely 3.875 steps on average while the 

US-Canadian based banks average five steps, all of them requiring 4 

steps or more.  

 

b) The tortuous path towards the risk pages 
The next thing to examine is how to get to the risk page. This was 

perhaps the most revealing outcome. Since risk is not mentioned on 

the home page, we need to make an educated guess how to navigate 

                                                 
36The selected banks are the largest by assets in Europe (HSCB, Lloyds TSB, RBS, 

Santander, Rabo Bank, ING, BNP Parisbas, UBS, Credit Suisse), Australia 

(Westpac, ANZ) and America/Canada (Citibank, JPMorgan Chase, Bank of 

America, Wells Fargo, RBC). In total nine European, two Australian and five 

US/Canadian based banks. 
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to the page where that kind of information might be placed. There 

appears to be no obvious place, although there is a pattern. The best 

option turns out to be to go via any link that says “Investor relations” 

(twelve out of the sixteen sites). The somewhat less successful route 

follows a “Corporate Governance” tab (five sites). You may be 

surprised to learn that “Annual report” is sometimes the only place 

where risk material can be found (nine out of sixteen).  

 

It turns out that the banks consider risk information to be relevant for 

investors, rather than for their customers or the general public. In 

fact, the risk management page is the least accessible on bank sites 

that focus on customers (you will find scores of pages on products, 

prices, sales talk etc, but nothing on risk until you manage to locate 

the annual report). 

 

c) The content of the risk pages 
So what do we find 

once we arrive at the 

risk pages? Again, it 

varies by home base. 

We found the most 

diversity among 

European based 

banks, as shown in 

the graph to the 

right
37

. What is 

remarkable is that all 

US-Canadian based 

banks list the risk charter, but only one European and one Australian 

bank. The risk charters themselves are also of varying detail. 

Ranging from a just a single page, to sometimes 15 pages of text.  

 

                                                 
37 Since all US-Canadian based banks rely on the Annual report and all of them 

navigate towards the report via an “Investor relation” page, and conversely no 

Australian bank does either, they have been excluded from the graph. 
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It is worthwhile to note that the nine banks that rely exclusively on 

the annual report for the risk information have not gone through the 

trouble of spelling out risk on their web-pages, nevertheless do 

provide sound information. It is just not very likely that the average 

consumers will ever see it.  

 

Conclusion 

Risk (management) does not feature prominently on the public web 

pages that banks use to present themselves. It takes an average of 

between four and five clicks from the home page to even reach a 

meaningful page on risk management. Most strikingly, the 

information is often available only through an ‘investor relations’ 

page, suggesting that banks believe that investors, rather than clients 

are interested in risk. It will be interesting to see if that attitude 

survives the next dip.  
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The 2010 BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico ranks among the most 

severe disasters in the oil and gas world, comparable to the 2008-9 

financial crisis in banking. The consequences of these events have 

been far-reaching for their respective industries culminating in new 

regulations, and increased monitoring. This newsletter will examine 

the main BP and Basel publications and consider how useful these 

documents are in preventing further disasters. 

24. The BP Oil Spill and the Financial Crisis  
Two eagerly awaited publications have been made public recently: 

BP’s investigation into the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill
38

 and 

the BIS “Basel III” documents
39

. Although one is an industrial 

investigation and the other outlines a financial regulatory regime, 

each in its own way is about the response to a disastrous event. The 

common ground in these publications is that both reports are 

expected to lead to behavioural changes that radically lower risk. 

After reviewing these reports individually, we shall compare them 

for their respective contribution to risk management.  

 

First impressions 

BP report: The first thing we notice in the BP report is that the 

investigation is not only extremely concrete, it is also rather limited 

in scope (e.g. the sinking of the rig and the follow up of the spill are 

excluded). This allows for a focused report completed in a short time 

frame. It was created by a team of 50 experts from a variety of fields, 

which was requested to be formed within 24 hours of the accident. 

The broad range of expertise lead to highly specialised 

                                                 
38 The full 191 page report (not counting the appendices) can be downloaded from 

BPs website. The most interesting may be chapter 6 (pages 181-187) outlining all 

the recommendations. By implication, these are the causes or contributing factors to 

the accident. 

http://www.bp.com/liveassets/bp_internet/globalbp/globalbp_uk_english/incident_re

sponse/STAGING/local_assets/downloads_pdfs/Deepwater_Horizon_Containment_

Response.pdf 
39 The Basel III documents that can be found at: 

http://www.bis.org/list/basel3/index.htm . The best introduction is the 

http://www.bis.org/press/p100726/annex.pdf. 
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recommendations rather than general statements. This was probably 

the result of extensive use that was made of fault tree analysis
40

, 

which enabled a comprehensive view of all contributing factors to 

the accident, honouring each specialist as well as providing full 

coverage.  

 
Basel III report: Basel III was already getting jocular mentions when 

Basel II was still being drafted. In that sense it had a bad publicity 

start. The first thing we notice in the Basel III documentation is that 

it is difficult to find out what it is. That is because it is not actually a 

single document. The BIS website itself
2
 refers to “a compilation of 

documents that form Basel III”. The set of documents clarifies (and 

sometimes completely re-defines) a large number of concepts. 

Among the redefined concepts we notice: Capital; Minority interest; 

Thresholds for investments in other financial institutions; Credit 

Valuation Adjustments; Common Equity Tier 1; Leverage ratio; 

Liquidity Coverage Ratio; Liquid Assets; Systemic banks and Net 

Stable Funding Ratio. 

 

Comparison 
Although regulatory documents and investigation report differ in 

many aspects, there are at least two dimensions along which we can 

compare and contrast them: how practical are they in managing risk 

and what is the delay time before we can expect some results? The 

result is striking: BP and Basel III occupy opposite ends of the 

spectrum in these respects. To broaden the scope a bit, we have 

added three more investigations into financial mishaps (the reports 

on the rogue trading at SocGen
41

 and Allied Irish Bank
42

 with the 

misjudgements at UBS
43

) and Basel I and II.  

                                                 
40 For a discussion on the use of fault tree analysis in risk management for financial 

institutions, see newsletter 9: http://www.globalras.com/publications.html 
41 Société Génerale, Summary of PwC diagnostic review and analysis of the action 

plan, by PriceWaterhouse Coopers, 23 May, 2008 

http://www.accountant.nl/readfile.aspx?ContentID=38112&ObjectID=356620&Typ

e=1&File=0000022252_SocGen_report_part2.pdf 
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In terms of practical use (improvements that can be applied directly 

and that have great 

relevance across the 

industry) the BP 

report is a shining 

example, matched in 

part by the SocGen 

report. For immediate 

relevance it scores 

high. Note that not all 

of the case study 

investigations share 

that characteristic. 

The UBS report on asset-backed securities, was more theoretical than 

practical since the business had already collapsed. The Allied Irish 

resulted in little additional action at the time.  

 

The Basel papers show a clear, if disturbing trend, they are becoming 

increasingly more theoretical and the implementation is delayed 

more and more.  

 

This combination of delay in implementing new rules and an 

increased theoretical focus is a real concern. When problems occur, 

the slower the response, the tougher the medicine needs to be, and 

the more theoretical the solution, the broader the sweep of 

requirements will be, which is why Basel III is in fact very likely to 

both overshoot the mark and underperform in the practical sense.  

 

                                                                                                        
42 Report to the Boards of Directors of Allied Irish Banks, P.L.C., Allfirst Financial 

Inc., and Allfirst Bank Concerning Currency Trading Losses, by Promontory 

Financial Group and Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen and Katz, March 12, 2002. 

http://www.aibgroup.com/servlet/BlobServer/document.pdf?blobkey=id&blobwhere

=1015597173380&blobcol=urlfile&blobtable=AIB_Download&blobheader=applica

tion/pdf&blobheadername1=Content-Disposition&blobheadervalue1=document.pdf  
43 Shareholder Report on UBS's Write-Downs, UBS, April 18, 2008.  

http://www.ubs.com/1/e/investors/share_information/shareholderreport.html 

Practical

Theoretical

Basel  III

Immediate 

relevance

BP

Delayed 

relevance

SocGen

Basel  II

Basel I

Allied Irish

UBS

Three regulatory regimes and four investigation reports 
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Conclusion 
The BP investigation report examines the hows and whys of a 

specific case and has specific recommendations that are directly 

applicable in the industry. The Basel III regulation sets out the 

minimum rules and requirements to prevent financial disasters and 

but operates on a theoretical level with a delayed time frame. It 

would be useful if Basel III was augmented by a set of relevant case 

studies and direct recommendations from these case studies.  
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Although KRIs are simple in concept, OpRisk has struggled to 

develop them. We discuss three misconceptions that hinder the 

development of KRIs. Overcoming these misconceptions, we re-

affirm what distinguishes a good KRI programme from a 

meaningless paper exercise: a level headed focus on the relation 

between indicator and risk plus extensive time series analysis.  

25. KRI Misconceptions and Solutions  
Misconceptions abound regarding Key Risk Indicators (KRIs). 

Perhaps that is why so many banks struggle with the implementation 

of a KRI programme. The concept itself is simple enough. It was 

mentioned in the BIS Sound Practices on the Management & 

Supervision of Operational Risk (2003, §23): ”banks should identify 

appropriate indicators that provide early warning of an increased 

risk of future losses. Such….key risk indicators.... should be forward-

looking”. Interestingly enough, no mention of indicators was made 

in the Basel II framework (2006), but it emerged in the 

enhancements of 2009 (§70 on liquidity risk): ”A bank should utilise 

early warning indicators to identify the emergence of increased risk 

or vulnerabilities in its liquidity position or funding needs.” That 

sounds simple enough: so what is keeping banks from developing 

KRIs? 

 

The characteristics of a good indicator 

Risk depends on a multitude of circumstances. It is one of the 

challenges in (risk) management to manage those circumstances 

down to a level where the residual risk becomes acceptable. In that 

sense, all of (risk) management is concerned with indicators. Take as 

an example the risk of a retail loan default. We would look at 

indicators such as the borrower’s annual salary, the employment 

status, the age, the total amount of other loans and his/her history of 

defaults to assess the risk. These are not generally considered to be 

KRIs, but they are. Good KRIs share these characteristics: 
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• Measurable Ease of obtaining the data, accuracy of the data and 

reliability of the data are all prerequisites for good indicators; 

• Risk related  (A direct) relation between indicator and risk makes 

the indicator more relevant; 

• Frequent An indicator whose value hardly changes is less 

useful for managing risk on a day to day basis. 

Note that none of these characteristics are in themselves sufficient, 

all three need to be present.  

In the OpRisk practice, however, it is not uncommon to find KRIs 

that hard to measure consistently (e.g. effectiveness of staff training), 

that bear only an indirect and remote relation to risk (e.g. client 

satisfaction) or that show only infrequent changes (e.g. staff turnover 

per year).  

The misconceptions concerning KRIs 

Many misconceptions regarding KRIs come from the ‘early warning’ 

aspect. It has lead some people to believe that a KRI 

a) can be analysed on a stand alone basis; and 

b) should have an immediate effect on the risk level; and 

c) must show a positive correlation to the number of events or 

the amount of losses. 

In fact, none of these assumptions make sense. 

 

Misconception A: a KRI can be analysed on a stand alone basis  
Risk incidents always turn out to have many interacting causes, yet 

most KRI reports focus on individual KRIs as the sole harbinger of 

risk. This narrow focus is unproductive. A better approach is to map 

out the environment that determines the risk, and then investigate 

what influence this indicator has on the that broader environment. In 

other words, to develop a model of the specific risk and then 

determine the role of the indicator. This typically requires time series 

data on a number of indicators and a model explaining the indicator-

risk relation. That may not be the easiest thing to do, but it is what 

risk management is all about. 
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Misconception B: a KRI should have an immediate effect on the 

risk level 

 
It is safe to assume a relation exists between credit worthiness and 

the employment status of the borrower. But that is not to say that 

people start to default as soon as they become unemployed. It should, 

however, be monitored for further deterioration. The number of days 

in unemployment is therefore a better KRI than the employment 

status alone, as the effect on the actual level of risk is a delayed 

effect. A KRI requires extensive time series analysis to build a 

proper model outlining the relation between the indicator and the risk 

level. Since there will be interdependencies with other indicators, so 

mere point-in-time observation, will be of little use. 

 

Misconception C: a KRI must show a positive correlation with 

respect to the number of events or the 

amount of losses 

 
If an indicator really does function as an early warning signal, 

allowing us to manage risk, then the KRI and the risk level must be 

correlated but not the number of events or the loss amount. The 

sensors that beep when you are close to solid objects when reversing 

your car are excellent KRIs. They signal increased levels of risk that 

allow the driver to take corrective action and prevent accidents. It is 

a great indicator because breaking the threshold, and hearing even 

more intense beeps will prevent rather than predict events. Therefore, 

a good KRI may not translate into an increased number of incidents.  

 

One consequence of these misunderstandings is that banks have been 

struggling to get their act together on KRIs, attempting to make them 

do what is either not useful or impossible. Hence, perhaps, the 

predominance of KRIs that are backward looking (thereby 

guaranteeing a link to incidents) and that are not used in day-to-day 

decision making. As has been remarked before, that is like looking 
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only into the rear view mirror when you drive; not the best way to 

avoid accidents. 

 

Conclusion 
KRIs have been on the back burner for many banks for all the wrong 

reasons. Banks that did start a programme often ended up blindly 

developing wall-to-wall indicators that are not used. Neither 

approach is to be recommended. Indicators are the bread and butter 

of understanding and managing any risk type, be it credit, market, 

operational or any other kind of risk. Developing indicators is in fact 

synonymous with developing a risk management approach and 

OpRisk managers would do well to establish indicators as part of 

their normal programme. 
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An active agenda for risk management should encourage risk 

managers to look beyond their current scope. Risk management 

could take the lead in many of the discussions the financial world is 

struggling with, from remuneration to capital calculation and a 

broader approach to risk management. It would be an ambitious but 

useful agenda for 2011.  

26. A Risk management Agenda for 2011  
Those of us working in Risk Management (RM) are frequently told 

that we must be having a ball. The reason is often the unrelenting 

market turmoil, mounting sovereign risk as well as the fear 

mongering that accompanies the housing bubbles, currency wars and 

the call for stricter regulation. That is true to some extent, but the risk 

community is generally not coming up with spectacular responses. 

And maybe there are no spectacular responses. Like climate change, 

these problems have been in the making for a long time and any 

turnaround will be gradual rather than sudden. Meanwhile, the risk 

community must explain how it will contribute to these issues. I see 

four areas we could put on our agenda for 2011 and where risk 

managers can take the initiative: 

 

� Widening the risk analysis spectrum 

� Taking a stand on risk versus reward in the remuneration 

debate  

� Reforming economic capital calculation 

� Learning to communicate risk results 

 

Widening the risk analysis spectrum 
Risk management has (re)gained its independence after a disastrous 

spell in which risk and business were expected to mingle beyond 

recognition. That is now happily in the past. At the same time, there 

have been valiant attempts to examine risk in a broader context, 

sometimes as ‘enterprise wide risk’ sometimes as ‘integrated risk’. 

Neither of these fields have been very successful so far. We need to 

try again. To make it more successful, the risk function could start by 

thinking about how to tackle three known obstacles:  
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- how to look beyond its own silo approach of credit risk, 

market risk etc to develop a common framework, 

language and methodology to incorporate all risks; 

- how to look beyond the bank’s organisational structure 

to capture the whole life cycle of products and the whole 

environment involved in the banking process; and  

- how to look beyond the traditional clients (like the 

trading floor) and include analyses from the perspective 

of other stakeholders (depositors, investors, public 

bodies, etc).  

 

Taking a stand on risk versus reward in the remuneration 

debate  
The debate on remuneration, and particularly the public outrage 

regarding bankers’ bonuses has all parties firmly entrenched. To the 

general public, bankers are money grabbing amoral scoundrels, 

regulators are powerless dunces and the customer is badly served by 

both. At the other end of the spectrum, banks appear to shrug off the 

entire remuneration debate as no more than a temporary nuisance and 

a purely internal affair at that. They are missing the point. 

 

The problem is not about rewards per se but about risk-versus-

rewards. It is indeed unacceptable that agents benefit from upswings 

without taking any risk during downturns. That is a design flaw 

banks need to root out. By paying more attention to the entire value 

chain in banking, and the risk that each party takes within that value 

chain - from investors and depositors down to traders, mid office, 

back office and management - a better rewards system distributing 

gains and losses should be developed. That is a complex issue 

without easy answers, but the risk profession should take a stand in 

these discussions and develop an approach for it.  

 

Reforming economic capital calculation  
In the wake of the financial crisis, a number of proposals have been 

made regarding appropriate levels of minimum regulatory capital at 
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bank level. The discussion regarding the appropriate levels of 

economic capital has been much less lively. This is a missed 

opportunity. Capital drives business behaviour just as remuneration 

drives personal behaviour, and new regulatory capital requirements 

should be accompanied by a rethink of economic capital models, 

lead by risk management. To ensure that decisions can be 

scrutinised, the economic capital model itself should be made public 

and its results should be reviewed independently. 

 

Learning to communicate risk results  
Partly as a result of years of silo mentality, the risk management 

community has developed its own methods, written in its own 

language and communicated in its own style. If the risk community 

is to play a larger role with a broader audience, we need to learn to 

communicate better. That starts with making clear what risk can and 

can not do. Often, the implicit assumptions in our models and in our 

data gathering are left unexplained. That can lead to misguided trust 

as well as to misguided scepticism regarding the outcomes of our 

analyses.  

 

We should require all our risk managers to learn to explain the 

models, the inputs, the assumptions, the conditions, the 

trustworthiness and the relevance of the findings not only in 

technical terms, but also in terms of consequences for any 

stakeholder. A good place to start will be the stress tests and the 

scenarios which are now being developed. The decisions based upon 

these findings are not governed by risk alone, but risk management is 

in the best position to point out where modelling stops and wishful 

thinking begins. Unless we educate the broader management, 

chances are that the whole exercise will be sterile exercise.  
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Conclusion 
There is a Dutch saying

44
 that can roughly be translated as ‘whose 

bread I eat, his song I sing’. We are now in charge of our own bread. 

With this (regained) independence, risk managers should consider 

drawing up their own agenda for 2011, focusing on serving a broader 

community with sound and impartial advice. 

                                                 
44 In Dutch this reads as: ‘Wiens brood men eet, diens woord men spreekt’, the Latin 

version is ‘Cuius enim panem manduco carmina canto’. 
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Summary 
Many banks have a clearly defined Credit Risk Inspection function 

that examines the actual implementation of procedures, reviews 

credit files, and performs spot checks on the administrative process. 

A similar role for Operational Risk is oddly lacking. This newsletter 

examines why that may be the case and examines whether such a 

role is desirable for OpRisk and if so what such a role might look 

like.  

27. Risk Review for ORM 

Dear reader, 
Risk policies and procedures resemble “Please Keep off the Gras”-

signs. In ideal circumstances the sign does not need to be augmented 

by gates, fences, surveillance cameras or people in uniform. Merely 

putting up the sign is enough to ensure that the grass is kept pristine. 

In practice, however, it is only in exceptional circumstances that this 

is all it takes to keep the public to the footpaths. In the real world, 

there are fences, borders and gates to ‘guide’ behaviour, there are 

implied sanctions and there are park rangers to perform surveillance 

cum spot checks to ensure that the laws and regulations are followed 

in practice.  

 

Likewise, Risk Management does more than just create policies and 

procedures. It ‘guides’ the business behaviour in the form of various 

prescribed models and systems, e.g. for pricing, limit setting, 

assessment techniques, ratings, or maintaining an appropriate 

portfolio mix. The externalised sanctions are in the hands of Audit 

and Compliance who have an independent assessment role. On the 

(internal) control side, Risk Inspection or Review
45

 (often in 

combination with Internal Audit) acts like the park ranger, checking 

practical compliance to policy, day-to-day adherence to internal and 

external regulation by physically getting out there to check the state 

                                                 
45 The terms Risk Inspection and Risk Review will be used interchangeably here. 

While Risk Inspection is the more traditional term, it is also almost exclusively used 

in the context of Credit Risk.  
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of operations. What is remarkable is that this park ranger role exists 

only for Credit Risk.  

 

Why is there no OpRisk Review? 
OpRisk has traditionally provided the “Please Keep off the Grass”-

signs as well as the models, templates and reporting formats to guide 

the business in implementing them. Audit and Compliance have 

taken it all up in their assessment programmes but a role that is 

comparable to Credit Risk Review has not emerged for OpRisk. 

Indeed, OpRisk usually takes the stance that “operational risk is 

owned by the business, which is both accountable and responsible’. 

Although this is quite true, it does not mean it should be left at that. 

Maintaining credit files is a business responsibility yet it is the 

responsibility of Credit Risk Review to perform spot checks to see 

how that is done in practice.  

 

Perhaps the main reason why we do not see OpRisk Review units is 

a misunderstanding about OpRisk data. Credit Risk information is 

associated with concrete credit files, records of collateral 

management, credit administration files etcetera, whereas OpRisk 

data is typically associated with “soft” information which would then 

not allow thorough analysis. This concept is quite wrong.  

 

OpRisk Review data 

Operational Risk is determined by the specific processes and 

circumstances that the various business units face. And since no two 

business units operate in the exact same environment, or execute the 

exact same processes, there is a great variability in the range of 

operational risks within a bank. To some degree, all credits are 

similar whereas all business processes are inherently different across 

bank units. But that does not mean there are no concrete objects to 

study in OpRisk. Although the underlying processes and hence the 

underlying risks are dissimilar, there is in fact a wide range of topics 

that lend themselves for a sound OpRisk Review programme 
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Take the following list as an example. The business is expected to: 〤 maintain a risk register;  〤 maintain proper data regarding their process flows and the 

associated dependencies; 〤 regularly re-assess the key risks and controls of their 

processes; 〤 record all OpRisk events (above a certain threshold); 〤 follow up on the causes of OpRisk events (above a certain 

threshold); 〤 collect KRI data  〤 prepare KRI overviews; 〤 follow up on KRI breaches. 

 

In all these cases, Audit will normally check whether these activities 

are carried out. Adding a dedicated OpRisk Review team will allow 

an assessment of whether the content of such activities  and records 

is complete and correct and whether it follows the spirit as well as 

the letter of the underlying risk policies and procedures.  

 

The added value of OpRisk Review 
The purpose of establishing a OpRisk Review team is to provide the 

stakeholders with an independent assessment of the quality of 

execution of the operational risk policies and procedures and the 

remaining risk in the business processes. To ensure that the bank’s 

operational risk is adequately assessed, the scope of the reviews 

should not be limited to isolated business units. Rather, OpRisk 

Reviews are to be conducted across selected business units, 

processes, client segments, geographies, IT systems, products and 

possibly other dimensions. That way, the false sense of security that 

comes with examining individual parts without looking at the whole 

machine can be avoided. As an example, it can be very insightful to 

do an OpRisk Review of the credit risk process across the bank in its 

various guises, or the OpRisk in the retail segment. 
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Conclusion 
Many banks have OpRisk policies and procedures but fail to make 

the step from administration to active monitoring and advising on 

OpRisk. The establishment of an OpRisk Review team which, in 

conjunction with Internal Audit, takes an active role in assessing the 

efficiency and effectiveness of OpRisk programmes will do wonders 

for the actual management of operational risk in the bank and will at 

the same time remove the inertia that is slowly creeping into many 

ORM programmes. 
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28. 胜利之心胜利之心胜利之心胜利之心 一月的纪念版发表了关于操作风险与合规的文章，列举了大量发展操作风险管理（ORM）学科的专业人士。他们对于ORM的观点都各有不同。这是可以料想到的，因为他们来自监管者、银行风险管理部门、保险代理公司、学术界和各种咨询顾问。然而在他们的评论中有一个最重要的观点，即需要让ORM振作起来并继续向前进步。本文试图描述新的值得进一步关注的方法，同样也指出应当摒弃的死角。  矛头指向众多机构中的ORM的评论，其数量是基于ORM自身原因而造成的曲解。这一曲解以操作风险被引入到资本需求体制内的方式为开始。从现存的不实用的风险价值（VAR）方法中得到暗示；最先进的操作风险资本计算方法必须在99.9%的置信区间内与VAR保持一致。  这使ORM职能急需数据以计算这个难以找到的数字，这些数据是通过内部收集或从外部获得的。这样做时，操作风险的核心，即对银行流程的洞察和事件的基本原因、以及在更宽泛的范围内对未来发展所做的准备，便居于次要地位。  本文的其余部分描述了操作风险在金融机构中的动向趋势，包括一些必须被摒弃的普通惯例，或者至少需要被彻底变革的。重新调焦可以解放一些资源，并且改变许多银行的现存规划。然而考虑到手中已有的ORM任务，其结果很可能就是增加ORM部门、业务单元、内部控制部门和审计的工作量。对于健全正确的ORM是一个劳动密集、银行范围的活动这一事实来说，这是必然导致的直接结果。  自从ORM正式形成以来，各种不同银行的高级管理层就极其兴奋的要求“让我看到钱”。这通常使ORM人员对于可以达到的更好
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的流程和更高的预防水平有些口吃。这的确是个挺乏味的业务。据称Hank Paulson曾说过,你不会从避免灾难中获得很多功劳   甚至即使在银行内充满希望的开始着手，高级管理层也会很快将ORM解散，至多作为一个合规练习，并将他们的支持减少的最小。非常有趣的是，去观察那些口头上保证改进风险控制和断言提高问责和控制水平的银行是否真的愿意投入他们的金钱、时间和关注（而这些又正是他们所向往得到的）。  作为开始，这里列举出哪些因素需要重新考虑，哪些要被摒弃，还有哪些要被采纳。  操作风险管理必须成为风险管理的核心，从而成为任何其他风险分析的起始点，如信用风险、市场风险、流动性风险或任何其他风险  1. 回顾ORM话题：它必须成为银行风险管理的最重要部分。 即使不是在所有银行也至少是在大多数银行中,ORM是作为新巴塞尔项目的一个副产品而兴起的。因而，它的侧重是在第一支柱的资本计算上，而不是用国际清算银行（BIS）自己对操作风险的定义管理“不完善或失效的内部程序、人员和系统或外部事件造成损失的”风险。在实践中，ORM的话题比这个较宽的范围要小的多，而且在最近三年来实际上又缩小了。  首先，实际上从一开始已设立的风险管理实践如信用风险管理和市场风险管理就超出了ORM工作的界限。没有将这些活动当成是应当符合ORM实践的程序、人员和系统，人们反而想当然的以为，因为他们处理的是特殊种类的风险，所以被豁免从事ORM项目。  
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第二，当ORM适应了新的环境，并且建立了一个合适的治理结构，有更多的部分开始从核心ORM单元中消失。两个显著的例子是业务连续性管理（BCM）和信息安全（IS），两者都要求有技术专家，这些专家仅和风险管理部门有一个松散的连接也可以迅速建立工作。因为BCM和IS都不在第一支柱中发挥任何作用，所以很难向银行的决策者登记。  最后，ORM不得不努力在如审计、内控、质量保证/流程改进单元、业务流程再设计、程序说明、会计/金融和企业风险管理的众多科目中找到自己的一席之地。ORM和所有这些科目都有从属和重叠。区别在于ORM在其项目中是不清楚的，所以很难显示给企业需增加哪些价值。另外，看起来一旦将ORM转变成一组更明确的规则，那部分就很容易被剔除并以一个单独的职能继续下去。  为了避免ORM的含糊和最终被忘却，有必要重新建立关于ORM的话题。ORM的基本定义是不错的，只要它是与一组政策和程序相合并，并且允许ORM行使适当的风险单元的职能。  使用BIS的定义“不完善或失效的内部程序、人员和系统或外部事件造成损失的风险” ，并忽略无益的附加。我们回到什么是ORM应该做的这一问题上来。它应当利用一套多样化的工具来识别风险，分析潜在原因，搜集事件和情景的信息，分析事件和情景，建立适当的反应（机制）并跟踪未解决的行动。  通过把重点放在内部程序上，很显然ORM必须在所有层面都是积极活跃的。公司总部的程序不是分行层面程序的加总：他们是不同的程序。高级层面的程序不是低级层面程序的加总：他们是不同的程序。他们都有自己的控制措施和风险。  
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如果ORM必须在银行所有部门所有层面执行这一说法是可接受的，则有两个推论。第一，ORM要求所有部门的积极合作。第二，ORM必须是风险管理的核心，因此也必须是任何其他风险分析的出发点，如信用风险、市场风险、流动性风险或任何其他风险。部分该论点源于两个方面以加强或增加到ORM上，即不确定性的作用和因果分析观点。（另见5、6项）  所有这些都对ORM的治理结构有影响。目前，地方性ORM联系人和协调者的效用分布很广。他们是组织中典型的弱权力者。同样，强大的中央ORM职能部门甚至比谦虚的交易者要少的多。“强大”在这里的意思是指能够制定强制性政策和标准，收到相关的、及时的数据，装备充分以进行分析，并向所有的业务单元提供建议。  2. 回顾风险与控制自我评估（RCSA）和关键风险指标： 这些工具不是建模或附于资本的。  关于RCSA有很多误解。让我们先将RCSA分成RSA和CSA：风险自我评估和控制自我评估。两者都是评估，但如果贯彻执行的有效，它们是根本上不同的方法。在这两种方法中，我们都是要找到弱点和缺陷；并且我们还希望从这两种方法中得到有意义的行动来解决这样的弱点。但是，CSA的分析是以已知的控制作为开始的，就本身而言是有限的；在RSA中我们侧重风险，这是多样的且原则上是无限的、不确定的。  因此，RSA应当采取一种方法，该方法使目前为止还没有被特别指出的风险得到评估；但CSA可以在给定一系列事先建立好的控制下进行。很多银行以一张白纸为始开始做RSA，给业务单元最大的自由来识别他们的风险和工作。因为通常试点实施和第一波都是在对ORM观点持友好开放态度业务单元中进行的，所以从业务单元层面看其结果是成功的。 
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 然而多数银行抵制不了诱惑，想将这一繁杂的程序变得“更有效率”。例如，他们会给业务单元一个固定的风险清单用以评估，或者忽略掉所有识别流程中的创造性，仅仅要求他们提供影响和可能性的数量。当发生这种情况时，RSA的效果会更快的接近零，彩虹图和该项目的存在也很快变得没有意义。早期的热情没有能持续下去，并且因为RSA很快变成了逐项检查而失去一个了解风险的机会。  这种可悲的状态还结合了人们对总体信息的渴望，这些人想要管理却没有真正参与其中。这导致了对数量的需求增加，仅跟踪随着时间变化的影响和可能性的结果，以及在不同业务单元和流程间进行比较。这对RSA是最终的打击，因为它从一个自由的发现过程变成了一个测量的比赛。  对于CSA来说，它差不多是以逐项检查为开始的。然而CSA的特性允许其有一个比RSA更高频的投票，因此有一个不同种类的分析。这可以作为将RSA和CSA分开的一种支持理由。  最后，关于评估风险我们可以确定的是众所周知人们不善此事。学术研究表明，当被要求评估风险时，人们通常高估了罕见事件的可能性，而会低估经常性事件的可能性。其他特性如定位和调整、基准利率的谬论和团队观点等告诫我们不要在这些评估的范围以外使用，并且不要将其作为非定性的方法。  只要考虑到关键风险指标，他们就对某些情况存在误解。有人建议说KRI应当是预测损失的。这从根本上说是错误的。KRIs应该是风险的指示器，而不是损失的指示器。这一不同点是很重要的。因为KRIs将作为早期预警指标，则除非采取了立即的行动，否则它们应当对事件可能性的增长予以记录。  
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有些人提出了大量的标准KRIs的建议，评审委员会对这种建议的有效性仍是无意识的。实践中所运用的KRIs是特定的、时常发生且相对较少的，但却是非常高效的。他们被称为操作控制，并且不需要使流程所有者明白它们的价值。  最后，后续行动及其监管必须作为项目的一部分。不这样做的话项目可能很容易被说成是没有效果的，甚至会掩盖我们一直想要公开的风险和控制的水平。  有人建议说KRI应当是预测损失的。这从根本上说是错误的。KRIs应该是风险的指示器，而不是损失的指示器。这一不同点是很重要的。  3. 摒弃为实现高级计量法的损失分布方法(LDA)。 LDA是为ORM建立风险价值的一种尝试，它以内部损失数据为基础，以外部损失数据为补充，并且进一步增加了的情景数据。该方法的问题在于，VAR所适用的情况应该是在统计上表现合理的方式，即许多观测值有着同等效力；更多的观测值得出更好的建模；数据是时间不变的并且被很好地进行分类。但在使操作风险管理者感兴趣的损失事件类型中，所有这些特点在尾部都是不存在的。更糟的是，在信用风险和市场风险的世界里，VAR在很大程度上被怀疑其是否是个有意义的损失预报。实际上，有人将其（除了影响）与汽车气垫作比较，气垫99.97%的时候能起到作用。  对于ORM，驾驭资本的极端损失是极其不容易再发生的。联合爱尔兰会再出现一个Rusnak么？或者法兴会再出现一个Kerviel么？同样，使用外部损失数据也会带来其自身的问题。一旦业务所有者发现他们对于这些外部事件是没有影响的，则使用外部数据会很快消减实施ORM的动机。  
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与其胡乱修补LDA，侧重因果分析和情景分析的结果用以确定对给定的业务的操作风险数量和资本要求数量则显得更为可取。  4. 摒弃对操作风险中风险偏好的观点。 风险偏好，被定义为选定政策以明确有多少风险是银行准备好可以承担的；而这对于操作风险而言几乎是没有意义的。理论上说，操作风险没有上限，而风险偏好不可避免地与风险回报的权衡相联系。在操作风险中，这种权衡并不存在于一个物质意义中。在如避税、放弃职责隔离、没有安装合适的防火墙、没有培训员工、向管理层报错信息、过度交易账户、错误拼写或空头支票等与另一方面的这些风险可能会带来的报酬之间没有真正的权衡。没有这种权衡，在传统意义上讲（风险）偏好是毫无意义的。  5.在操作风险工具箱中采取一个分类系统。 风险管理的盲点之一是解释不确定性的原因。这可能看起来有些反常，但模型中使用的不受限制的保证带有一定程度未指明的不确定性，其范围从模型生效的环境和模型的录入，到模型中不同变量间的关系和对模型结果的解释，再到假设的外部性等。  这种不确定性没有在风险世界里被作为焦点的原因之一是由于缺乏一种公认的表达方式对其进行讨论。政策分析是关于早期出现该问题的研究领域之一，并且已经被开发成为一个初期不确定性分类系统。该学科通常从事评估不清楚的、复杂的、长期的项目，以及重大的社会和经济后果。它可能是关于如何保护三角洲免于洪水的问题，该发起哪种类型的医学研究，或是如何在提高一般福利的同时减少收入不平等的问题。  为了尝试将许多以不确定性为目的而运用的不同架构统一起来，引出了三个维度：目标、水平和变化性。这已被证明是一个令人满意的表达不确定性的方法。“目标”可以是一个模型、
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一次录入、不同变量间的一种关系、一个参数或一个外部环境。对于一个分析中的每一个目标，不确定性的水平得到评估，它可能很自然地随时间的变化而上下变动。  这种表达方式使银行的风险领域获得极大充实，并迫使风险管理者和决策制定者纳入更多的方法而不只是统计分析。  风险管理的盲点之一是解释不确定性。模型中使用的不受限制的保证带带有一定程度未指明的不确定性。  6. 采用因果分析和情景分析作为ORM的基础依据。 国际清算银行所侧重的单独按事件类型所做的损失分类得到的结果不太合适。有人建议说事件类型是分析的起点，但很遗憾并非如此。重要的是事件背后的原因，而并非在于我们是否要花费几小时的时间去争论对于一只松鼠弄坏了栅栏导致停电，而紧接着一位顾客利用此时的混乱盗用了打印机这件事到底是一个外部事件还是外部欺诈；或者当你发现那位顾客其实是另一个分行的雇员时又将该事件重新归类为内部欺诈。  重要的是，为了降低重复发生该风险的可能性，需要一个因果分析，这要求有一个研究性的方法。原因的表达方式不像财务会计，当发生损失报告时财务会计就常常是全部了。许多银行要求对他们的更极端的损失给予大量报告。对于其自身来说是一个好的发展，这需要被延展到其他事件上。并不是所有的损失事件都需要外部审计员和大量的特别小组；但如果一个损失事件没有得到分析，则银行从该损失事件中学不到任何东西。一个特定的ORM工具应当便于进行因果分析，它必须是损失数据政策的指示性部分。  
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结论  在目前的(金融)危机中有很多机会来重申操作风险管理。要这样做就必须将操作风险管理话题放在风险管理的核心位置，再次确认经典的操作风险工具的职能角色，放弃一些没有带来足够价值（如LDA和风险偏好）的传统，并且必须在其方法中给予因果分析和情景分析一个更重要的职能。如果这样做了，则银行在加速ORM发展的同时会获得很多益处。  
Marc Leipoldt (雷博文) 是全球风险咨询机构的常务董事。 自2008年7月起，作为他自己公司的常务董事，Marc从事于操作风险治理、监管、分析、回顾和执行的咨询工作。这以前，他在荷兰银行用了五年的时间开发内部ORM和一种高级计量法。
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